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InIntrodtroducuctitionon

NIDNIDA ARA ART COLOT COLONYNY

INTERINTER-FORMA-FORMAT ST SYMPOSIUM 3YMPOSIUM 3rdrd-6-6th MAth MAY 20Y 201111

RReineinvvenentinting Ing Interdisciterdiscipplinalinarirityty

Curators: Vytautas Michelkevičius, Jodi Rose, Mindaugas Gapševičius

Welcome to the non-stop event shifting from performance to lecture to
basketball game to sauna broadcast to performative discussion to artists
guided site/sight/seeing to discursive dinner to role play to interactive
buffet to screening to imaginary cartography to workshop to tea ritual to
slow reading to sonic massage to knowledge sharing to book launch to
critical sauna to guided orientation to conceptual sentiments.

Nida is known as a charming resort on the Baltic Sea coast – our intention
is to re-brand it as a site for reinvention of interdisciplinarity between art
& research & science.

PROGRAMME & MAP (ENG, PDF) – PROGRAMA & ŽEMĖLAPIS
(LT, PDF)

Extended Programme & Participants Bios

PICTURES FROM SYMPOSIUM

Interdisciplinary Traces Book Introduction

The symposium is hosting 40 artists, curators, researchers and
practitioners to reinvent the format of presenting and sharing art,
knowledge and experience. One of the key features of contemporary
culture is the changing role of the artist, who sometimes assumes the role
of a researcher and curator, and vice versa. Where are the borders of these
roles? How could a serious researcher and theorist do a performance, and
how could a playful artist do serious research and theorize?
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Full programme is available at Nida Art Colony Inter-Format Symposium

Symposium is part of the T-R-A-C-E-S.net project, organized together
with Transcultures (Mons, BE) and IRZU (Ljubljana, Slovenia). TRACES
is supported by European Commission (DG EAC- Programme Culture
2007-2013), Pro Helvetia (Swiss Arts Council), Lithuanian Culture
Support Foundation.

Open AOpen Artists’ Studirtists’ Studiosos / N/ Niida Ada Art Crt Coollononyy, 16, 16th, Ath, April, 20pril, 201111

Nordic residencies (April-May, 2011)
Tamara Henderson (from Canada, lives and works in Stockholm)
Krišs Salmanis (Latvia)
Marta Vosyliūtė (Lithuania)

T-R-A-C-E-S.net residencies (23rd March-31st May)
Natalia Borissova (from Russia, lives and works in Berlin/Munich)
Justin Tyler Tate (from Canada/USA, lives and works in Tallinn, Estonia)
Johanna Sophie Santos Bassetti (from Spain/USA, lives and works in

JODI ROSE
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http://www.nidacolony.lt/en/projects/symposium/interformat-symposium
http://t-r-a-c-e-s.net/media/images/nida_art_colony_inbetween_lagoon_and_sea.jpg
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http://vimeo.com/23750234


Berlin)
Hanna Husberg (from Finland, lives and works in Paris)
Jodi Rose (from Australia, lives and works in Berlin)
Gwen-Aël Lynn (from France/USA, lives and works in Chicago)
Ernest Truely (from USA, lives and works in Tallinn, Estonia)
Marjolein Houben (from Netherlands, lives and works in Berlin) and
Irmelin Joelson (Sweden, Gothenburg)

Camera and editing Vaclovas Nevcesauskas, Daiga Krūze and Krišs Salmanis

ThThe poine point oft of……
Laura Prikule / Eva Vēvere / Krišs Salmanis / Ernest Truely / Jodi Rose

PPoeoetitic Rc Roobobotisimtisim
Ongoing collaboration following Inter-Format with Polymer Culture
Factor

“Ho“How to Becomw to Become an Ae an Artist? Exrtist? Expanpandded edied edititionon””
A book by Daiga Krūze and Krišs Salmanis.

NOTES FROM NIDA ART COLONY
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100 blank pages with a ten page appendix, edition of 100. Bilingual
(Latvian, English), hardcover. Available in selected bookshops and online
while stocks last.

Brief synopsis: Having studied arts at a number of institutions, the
authors felt finally able to produce their first collaborative show
appropriately titled “One hundred per cent disappointment”.

JODI ROSE
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Part of it was the much sought after first edition of this handbook.

NOTES FROM NIDA ART COLONY
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Half a dozen years later the new, improved edition magnificently fails to
answer the question once again.

Book Launch Thursday 5th May 2011
Thomas Mann House, Nida, Lithuania

JODI ROSE
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TT.R.A..R.A.CC.E..E.SS
Jodi RJodi Roseose

TTransculranscultural Rtural Reseaesearcrch Ah Artist Crtist Curaurator Extor Excchanhangge Serie Serieses

Ljubljana Mons Vilnius/Nida Berlin Helsinki Budapest 2010-2011

T.R.A.C.E.S. is a series of cultural research, curatorial dialogue and trans-
European exchanges between Ljubljana, Mons, Vilnius/Nida, Berlin,
Helsinki and Budapest supported by the European Commission for
Culture 2007-2013. Initiated by Jodi Rose with Transcultures (BE) with
partners IRZU (SL) Nida Art Colony (LT) & associated partners Kitchen
Budapest (HU) MigAA (DE/LT/FR) & Pixelache Helsinki (FI)
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TRACES started with a desire to bring together cultural workers who
have adapted to increasingly high levels of professional mobility as a
necessity for economic survival, in order to exchange skills, knowledge
and experiences have accumulated along our personal journeys. As
cultural migrants in a time of rapidly evolving social and urban diversity,
technology and migration, we are always moving between places and
contexts; sampling, infecting and transmitting nodes of contact between
communities and individuals, places and their inhabitants.

TRACES is a unique opportunity for European curators and artists to
meet, exchange content and ideas on transcultural and interdisciplinary
topics through trans-European contemporary arts and the dissemination
of ideas through the online blog, publication, informal and public
exchanges between the meetings.

In a time of global mutation, migration and diversity, artists and curators
need to embrace a highly mobile professional practice across multiple

JODI ROSE
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art-forms and places, to respond and engage with interdisciplinary art-
forms in a variety of contexts. Artists, curators and researchers are highly
skilled in developing personal strategies for surviving and re-inventing
our professional profiles whilst remaining constantly in motion.

TRACES explores artistic, research and curatorial responses to nomadic
urban & social contexts through creative strategies with a blend of artistic
endeavours, philosophical reflections and exploratory workshops. In the
publication we attempt a tracing of these intangibles, the inter-
contamination and cross-breeding of ideas, knowledge and creative
works, with interrelated video and audio material. Critical engagement
through dialogue, creation and interdisciplinary exchange will result in
the publication of a Book/DVD and ongoing collaborative platform
presented at each of the partner venues, programs and festivals in the
TRACES network.

NOTES FROM NIDA ART COLONY
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InInter-Fter-Formaormat Symt Symposiposium 20um 201111

WhaWhat is Int is Interfterformaormat?t?

The symposium’s
2

goal is to gather artists, curators, researchers and
practitioners and reinvent the format of presenting and sharing art,
knowledge and experience. One of the key features of contemporary
culture is the changing role of the artist, who sometimes assumes the role
of a researcher and curator, and vice versa. Where are the borders of these
roles? How could a serious researcher and theorist do a performance, and
how could a playful artist do serious research and theorize?

One of the key question of Symposium is “Sustainable Eco/nomies/
logies: Adapting to the Future” which covers new ways of collaboration
between artists & curators & researchers, looking for new formats in
order to adapt to the new conditions of changing art world, institutions
and audiences.

The symposium in Nida is going to be an ongoing performance with
lectures, discussions, presentations, coffee/wild herbal tea drinking
circles, dinner with conceptual sentiments (to everybody’s health), eco-
minimal-media events, audio-lobby, imaginary mapping, smell
sightseeing, etc.

The event tends to be a long dinner served with opinions and experiences.

The format would be not only the form, but also the content: INTER-
FORMAT aims to rethink the history of format, its change, meaning,
standardization, etc.)

InInter-Fter-Formaormat Init Initiatiator &tor & CCo-curao-curator Vtor Vytaytautas Miutas Micchheellkkeevivičičiusus
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TT-R-R-A-A-C-C-E-S-E-S CCo-Co-Curaurator Intor Introdtroducuctition:on:

„This whole program is perverse,“ says Rasa Antanavičiūtė, Executive
Director of Nida Art Colony; „it’s all about pleasure.“ Welcome to the
intersensory interdisciplinary Inter-Format symposium at Nida Art
Colony. We aim to create space for interactions to please your senses,
stimulate your mind, lift your spirit and facilitate connections.

1. How to introduce a chicken.

It is best to bring a new chicken into the coop during the night, in order
to avoid disruption to the chicken while finding its place in the pecking
order. The new chicken avoids disorientation, and when the chickens
awake, they don’t realise there is a new chicken in the coop and hence
refrain from pecking.

1. „It’s like playing transcultural checkers“ means that neither
party realises they are playing by different rules until part-way

NOTES FROM NIDA ART COLONY
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through the game. Which rules are adopted must then be
negotiated.

1. Flux, flow and open space.

Whoever comes is [sic] the right people

the integration of audience into the performances contributes to the
randomness of events

Whatever happens is the only thing that could have

Fluxus: a name taken from a Latin word meaning “to flow”

Whenever it starts is the right time

opening the events to accidents and other unintended effects

When it’s over, it’s over

Fluxus is fun.

Jodi Rose, Nida Art Colony: TRACES Initiator/Co-Curator/Mediator &
Artist in Residence

Curated by Vytautas Michelkevičius, Jodi Rose and Mindaugas
Gapševičius

Inter-Format Organised by Nida Art Colony at Vilnius Academy of Arts

Traces Partners: Trancultures (Mons, Belgium), IRZU (Ljubljana,
Slovenia).

Associated partners: Migrating Art Academies, Kitchen Budapest,
Pixelache.

Symposium partners: Thomas Mann Museum (Neringa), Neringa FM.

Supported by EU Culture 2007, Pro Helvetia, Lithuanian Culture
Support Foundation

JODI ROSE
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Thanks to Lina Michelkevice and festival Pixelache Helsinki 2010 for
helping to develop the idea of the symposium.

Thanks to Rasa Antanavičiūtė, Linas Ramanauskas and Eglė
Benkauskaitė for facilitating the event.

www.nidacolony.lt

www.t-r-a-c-e-s.net

1 NNorms anorms and ed etitiqqueuette of toastintte of toastingg

A toast is a ritual in which a drink is taken as an expression of honor or
goodwill. The term may be applied to the person or thing so honored,
the drink taken, or the verbal expression accompanying the drink. Thus, a
person could be “the toast of the evening,” for whom someone “proposes
a toast” to congratulate and for whom a third person “toasts” in
agreement. Toasts may be solemn, sentimental, humorous, even bawdy, or
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insulting. Except in very small and informal gatherings, a toast is offered
standing. At a gathering, none should offer a toast to the guest of honor
until the host has had the opportunity to do so. In English-speaking
countries, guests may signal their approval of the toast by saying “hear
hear.” The person honored should neither stand nor drink, but after the
toast should rise to thank the one who has offered the toast, perhaps but
not necessarily offering a toast in turn. As toasts may occur in long series,
experienced attendees often make sure to leave enough wine in the glass
to allow participation in numerous toasts.

Putting one’s glass down before the toast is complete, or simply holding
one’s glass without drinking is widely regarded as impolite, suggesting
that one does not share the benevolent sentiments expressed in the toast,
nor the unity and fellowship implicit in toasting itself. Even the non-
drinker is counseled not to refuse to allow wine to be poured for a toast.
While some regard toasting with an empty glass as either unlucky or
simply rude, others view this as acceptable behavior for the non-drinker.
Toasting traditionally involves alcoholic beverages. Champagne is
regarded as especially festive and is widely associated with New Year’s Eve
and other celebrations. It is a superstition in the United States Navy that
a toast is never to be made with water, since the person so honored will
be doomed to a watery grave. Inverting the glass is especially discouraged.
From wikipedia.org

2 The Greek symposium was a key Hellenic social institution. It was a
forum for men to debate, plot, boast, or simply to party with others
(Wikipedia.org).

***

JODI ROSE
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NIDA ART COLONY DAY 1

GreeGreetintings from Ngs from Niida!da!

This is the ferry taking us across the water on the first day of a month long artist/
curator residency in preparation for the Inter-Format Symposium at Nida Art
Colony, on the Curonian Spit in Lithuania in the framework of T.R.A.C.E.S
Transcultural Research Artist Curator Exchange Series.

Absorbing lots of projects and ideas about journeys, maps and sound
right now*, in the midst of creating Bridgeland meta-nation and thinking
through composition and production for the global bridge symphony, in
preparation for our lovely friends at shapeshifters to work their magic.

17
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I hadn’t quite conceptualised that I was actually going to be living on an
art commune… again!

Slowly adjusting to the landscape, aural surroundings and social
environment. I guess the name ‘art colony’ would have been a dead
giveaway, had I stopped to think about it.

It’s strange how you imagine that somewhere ‘remote’ must necessarily
also be ‘quiet’ or peaceful.

When really, it’s another corner of the world where different people are
doing their thing. You can adapt to and discover more about each other,
or stay distant and separate even in close proximity. Choosing when to
dip in and when to bow out is an endless dance. The bustle and flow of
people and activities is soothing in a way – the tiny dog yapping (his name
in Lithuanian means ‘small rat’), artistic director’s baby now and then
squalling, artists chatting in the kitchen, metallic instrumental resonating,
pots clanging – it’s an aural art symphony.

Enjoyed a short demonstration by the sound artist upstairs, Natalia who
is making strange and beautiful resonating instruments from old oil cans
and scrap metal – the subtlety and musicality of the work is exquisite,
watching her manipulate the physical materials to create shifting tones
and sound textures.

Failed in the smoked fish eating workshop, I just can’t hack those tiny
bones, although the caraway bread was delicious. Talked trans-
disciplinary research and writing techniques with Julijonas Urbonas,
visiting from Vilnius/London who told me about his work creating some
over-arching narrative threads through the disparate material using
funfair architecture as a metaphor. I can’t wait to read it! We both extolled
the virtues of scrivener for accessing order through the chaos of a writer’s
mind.

One of the artists is hosting a mead tasting and salad dinner tonight, with
a screening of ‘The Secret Life of Plants (1979)’, so you can definitely see
there is no lack of creative inspiration and stimulation.

JODI ROSE
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Which is lucky as the town contains precisely one supermarket, one cafe,
one restaurant and one bar. As far as I can make out. Almost everything
else is closed as it’s off-season, but once the tourists start arriving it will no
doubt be promenades and ice creams all round.

And I’m writing this as a way of filtering and documenting the creative
process – for myself and anyone else who may be interested enough to
dive into these words when you happen to wander past.

I was very taken with Jurij’s idea of the internet as a wunderkammer,
unexplained and unverified cabinets of curiosities, that are somehow
passed around through anonymous channels and not closely examined
or questioned, usually viewed through a Western perspective. A joke,
something to pass the moments with, nothing serious, and then on to
the next thing. That’s exactly what I tried to avoid last time I was writing
like this. All depth, no surface is usually my problem… must read ‘Zero
Comments’, the Lovink book Jurij translated into Lithuanian five years

NOTES FROM NIDA ART COLONY
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ago. It’s interesting how things you cross paths with turn up again later,
filtered through experience and new understanding. One hopes.

Jurij is the philosopher and translator who joined traces meeting in
Ljubljana, and he has proposed a very intriguing perception intervention
for the Nida Inter-format Symposium. The provocation is for people who
are new to the place to explore the landscape and make up their own
mythology. Preferably without knowing any of the existing myths, or even
place names to start with. I’ve stumbled across a few in my readings – ‘the
hill of witches’, for instance – although I have no idea where it’s actually
located…

JODI ROSE
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So it was perfect timing as I emerged from the sanctuary of my self-
contained apartment-room this morning, after yoga and breakfast but no

NOTES FROM NIDA ART COLONY
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internet (challenged myself to stay offline until I’ve done exercise and been
out in the world, every day, for a month) that we ran into each other at
the doorway to another artist’s studio. Vytautas was conducting a small
tour for some visiting friends, and before I set out to explore, Jurij said,
let me give you an imaginary map. So we stopped for a moment to do
the mental transfer, and I continued on my way. One of the art students
on the bus with me from Vilnius yesterday (five hours, starting at 7am
Sunday morning, let’s not talk about that) looked at me as I walked past
him filming the balcony and said ‘If you go left you get to the sea’. Exactly
what I was looking for, I told him, to which he replied ‘I read your mind’.
Spooky!

The path contained many paths and signs, more of which I will elaborate
on later…

Developing the work to create mythic sound brides in various locations,
and write stories to accompany them. I was thinking to actually play the

JODI ROSE
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sound physically in each place, then today realised that it could be more
poetic for people to download them and take a map – even if it’s imaginary
– to find their own locations for listening. I need to get out and into the
world more and so do you, I’m guessing. Do less on screen and online and
more in person and in the flesh. That’s my vibe here anyway. The map
idea somehow led me to reflect on the impossibility of transferring your
experience to another person. Even if you give them exact directions and
somehow recreate every stop you took, they will of course have their own
experience of the place, the journey, the smells, the sounds. So why not
make the map imaginary and the journey conceptual?

Leaving you there right now to go and invent some bridge fairytales and
mythic places.

Fishtale drawings by: Julijonas Urbonas Text: Jurij Dobriakov

*Background reading:

NOTES FROM NIDA ART COLONY
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Art + Money ‘Avoid gatekeepers : Do it yourself!’

Sound itself is Queer ie outside language and structures: from an
interview with Mutek in the Wire

Structure: The Power and the Beauty & The Yin and Yang of Creating,
Robert Fritz

2012 The end of the world? Information is Beautiful

Monumental Drift: Europe’s many midpoints Strange Maps

Moby Duck: When 28,800 bath toys are lost at sea NPR

Artist’s Love Song: this came up randomly by itself from an old bookmark

Conductor MTA & ME: Wonderful piece that turns the New York
Subway into an interactive stringed instrument

New Adventures in Sound Art & Radio Without Boundaries –
experience a ‘convivial wireless imagination’

Sound Manager 2: cross platform audio under a single API

Intelligent Infrastructure: Environmental Monitoring (including Golden
Gate Bridge)

JODI ROSE
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NIDA ART COLONY DAY 2

Only the second day and I’m already falling behind…At least the plan to
get up early and move before sitting at the screen is still in place. That
and ‘no communal events before 11am’ are my only strict guidelines for the
time here; everything else is flexible. Yin and yang – open, receptive and
fluid balanced with direct, active and focused.

25



The morning was somehow eaten up with signing my contract – in
Lithuanian, I trust you Vytautas! – and waiting for the seed-planting

JODI ROSE
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workshop to start (delayed by the leader going into town to purchase
popsicles in order to have the sticks to write on), but eventually I did learn
the basics.

Now we just need to make sure that everyone doesn’t water them daily
and drown the tiny seeds… Some lovely Lithuanian herbs – strawberry
spinach is my favourite – and dill, tarragon, chicory, basil.

NOTES FROM NIDA ART COLONY
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Next I came down to have the delayed skype consultation I had promised
Marianne in Helsinki, she’s working on a project involving suspending

JODI ROSE
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hydrophones under a bridge, and wanted to know how I work. Every
time is different, location specific problems and solutions – did my best
to help! Interesting report on an education conference she just attended
in Montreal, for universities working with sound and technology – go
Concordia is apparently the best recommendation for incorporating
artistic practice with technology, rather than hiding it in order to secure
funding based as ‘science research’. Guess that’s the way of the world.
Very exciting new space opening in Montreal with SAT, for physical
connection and a gigantic dome screen, 360° on one axis and 210 on
another, with 150 speakers and 25 channels – must tell Clea, she’ll be happy
to have another screening option for moonwalk.

Sophea popped up in Bangalore, with change in plans for her trip back
to this hemisphere. She originally had the job Marianne now teaches at
the Sibelius Academy in Music and Technology – synchronicity – before
leaving to pursue more of her own research interests and artistic projects.

NOTES FROM NIDA ART COLONY
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Then I finally went out for my ‘morning walk’ around 3pm, to discover the
hang gliding monument. Extremely cool, all the flying aces used self-made
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gliders, and the record was 22 hours in the air. This was started in 1933, I
forget the end date – have to check the photos I took – but did find myself
the only bridge on the island. Thought at first it was a crane in the forest
– yellow metallic girder sticking into the air, then on closer acquaintance
realised it was actually a gliding hangar. Beautiful carved stone monument
with whimsical clouds, and information about the school.

Many ideas colliding as the Dogon cosmology mingles with site specific
history to inspire new forms of ritual, myths and maybe even a pagan
inspired ceremony… I still can’t read the forest, strange signs and
unknown moods, light/dark/shade/warmth, all still a blur of
unfamiliarity.

I like this as my ‘bridge to the sky’ – as Heidegger said, the location doesn’t
exist until the bridge; which creates the place through bringing together
the fourfold – ‘earth and sky, divinities and mortals’. So that’s my heavenly
bridge, trying to reach the stars.
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The cosmonaut who fell to earth is still telling me his story from the place
I found yesterday – and has a wonderful link to the secret life of plants…
But more about that after the potato dumpling workshop, right now I’m
late for the artist presentations/Introductions.

So much for being isolated far away from distractions! Although I did
manage to make a plan…

This week finding locations and notes for stories, next week sound
compositions and writing myths, third week making maps and visual
materials, fourth week revise, re-edit and remix to present.

***

First round of introductions and wonderful projects (more on those later),
then potato zeppelins with curd or pork fillings and experimental sauces.
Replete.
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Background readings:

The secret life of plants and clip from the film showing the polygraph
testing plant consciousness, fantastically bizarre soviet cabbage test, an
inspiring interpretive dance, cosmic plant interaction through Dogon
cosmology… and the plants singing back in Green Music. Amazing.

Transdanube project by KIBU reference for Marianne – a networked
object, a “thing that thinks”.

Motion in Place Theoretical architecture “Audio-Visual practice-as-
research in archaeoloy”

Dreiländerbrücke sent by Emmanuel Rebus from his ongoing research on
bridge instruments

Pixelache 2011 Festival Helsinki, Art + Energy program

Maglab Research Laboratory, Place and Link Public, Towards more
Mobility (yes! and no…)
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NIDA ART COLONY DAY 3

Vytautas took me to the cake shop… very dangerous!

Nothing new discovered, woke up late, did yoga, talked to mum,
something else I forget now.
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Assessed proposals for the symposium, ate layered chocolate and yoghurt
cake, took photos of the bakery and massage parlour, heard the intriguing
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beginning of a local legend – Jurate – came back for the final artist
presentations.

Johanna talking about her installation/performance – site images reflected
in window
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Hanne: swimmer
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Hanne talks about her utopian weather control research… perfect
location!
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Marta – poetic list of works
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Marta: Beach Babe!
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Justin Tyler Tate: Micro Installation

Drank cheap pink champagne from Riga airport, watched Justin’s
domino’s fall – and fail he said but they worked pretty well up until the
last section of pallets – later now and cooking pasta.
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Exciting news is that I’m now confirmed for theNet Audio Festival Sonic
Maze, in Camden Roundhouse, London May 15th. Nice one, Martin and
MoTA!

Over and out.
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NIDA ART COLONY DAY 4

Where am I?

What day is it?

The fog seems to have settled permanently into my mind…

No amount of caffeine will make it lift.

Although we’re challenged by lack of coffee making facilities – luckily
Johana brought an excellent one cup stove top device (with accompanying
milk frother) but she’s away somewhere on the road to Kleipeda. The
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colony fit-out is underway and very comfortable I must add, but the fancy
coffee machine is still a few weeks away. Luxury problems, I know.
Otherwise it’s a walk or cycle into town and the bakery which has a damn
fine and strong cup for 3.54 LTS (Lithuanian Litas) about a euro.

Looking out onto bare twisted branches along the rusty diamond fence
line, a yellow-orange brick building with wavy tin roof that seems to be
some kind of warehouse – workers in blue overalls striding back and forth
earlier between the piles of crooked pallets and another smaller neater
white brick building. Baltic pine forest uniform height waving slightly
in the wind, reddish branches to some of the birch perhaps? Loose grey
gravel on the strip of denuded nature beside the new Nida building, slats
of vertical beams that form some kind of ventilation or prison (the original
meaning of the word ‘colony’) a light wooden walkway along the rooms
and then floor to ceiling windows x 3.
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Anyway, that’s the physical world. Bizarre isolation and sociability mix.
Wandering artists in the halls.

More connected to various people in far away places via skype, which I
don’t usually do everyday.

Gave Justin his short video documentation from the gigantic domino
performance last night.

Arranged with Tamara to show ‘F is for FAKE’ 1974, Orson Welles, which
I happen to have on my hard drive. Working up to Zizek! think I should
wait until Jurij gets back here for that one.

Started reading Lucy Lippard – The Lure of the Local – fantastic
contextualisation of thoughts about place. According to her, the
fascination with everyday life is ‘a feminist’ thing. There you go. Not out
building skyscrapers or conquering the world, I guess, although women
do it all these days, it still amazes me how gender bias and expectation
underlies and informs practically every aspect of life… She’s great for
weaving the personal experience into wider context, poetic and
philosophical.
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Let’s not go there today. Maybe discussion for another time. I also noticed
that almost all the artists here doing the residency have migrated from
their homeland to somewhere else. Except the ‘local’ Lithuanian and
Latvian, both living and working in their hometowns. Something to
explore, perhaps.

I think (from inexact memory) we have USA to Berlin, Finland to Paris,
Sydney to Berlin, USA to Tallinn, Russia to Berlin, I’ll have to go check
the details on the artist posters for the missing links.

Have to dive in to the booki css and fix the font size and random blank
pages, found help page at last. Then try to fix the formatting of articles
in traces and my own website, so they’re a little easier to navigate and
perhaps more appealing to read. Collecting material from Mons and Via
Festival. Opening another Edition for Nida – Inter-format, and one also
on Education, Cooking/Food/Art, Migration & Resistance. That about
covers all our topics. So much information to try and condense.
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That’s never my strong point. As you may have noticed when it comes to
words, I’m a maximalist.

***

Midnight visit to the rooftop terrace to watch the lighthouse sending out
mysterious signals and look at the stars. Keeps all the endless politics
and ongoing negotiation with background administrative palaver in
perspective.

***

Today’s mixed bag of inspiration courtesy of Tommy and various friends
through fb and email:

Yukon Suspension Bridge and Interpretive Centre in British Columbia,
Canada
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(what a strange concurrence of names that is!)

Sad stuff on the street, reminds me of a friend who used to photograph
‘lost’ things, when she was feeling lost herself – interesting narratives and
poetic resonance to place and abandonment

Nathalie Fougeras exhibition opening in Marseille, in nomadic gallery
Safir “an innovative art gallery whose artists questions the contemporary
world unceasingly.Gallery nomad from its operating process : based in
Marseille France but active in various location, real or virtual…

Synapse: The International Curators Workshop at Haus der Kulturen
der Welt, open call May 31 focus on art and science. Host of the Berlin
Laughter Project, an invitation to laugh nice trace of connections – we
talked about making a ‘laughing workshop’ yesterday apparently the thing
to do!

Sound Effects: Interdisciplinary Journal of Sound and Sound Experience

Interference Journal: Biannual online forum on the role of sound in
cultural practices. A transdisciplinary platform for the presentation of
research and practice in acoustic ecology, sensory anthropology, sonic
arts, musicology, technology studies and philosophy. Interference’s first
issue An Ear Alone is Not a Being: Embodied Mediations in Audio
Culture go online in April of 2011.

Issue 2 Call for Papers May 15th 2011: A Sonic Geography: Rethinking
Auditory Spatial Practice

Institute for Distributed Creativity: an international network with a
participatory and flexible institutional structure that combines advanced
creative production, research, events, and documentation.

New Media Education: Share, share widely!
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NIDA ART COLONY DAY 5

Early morning yoga and meditation – somehow manage to develop a daily
practice. Finally.
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Wandered next door – to the ‘artist residency’ section – in search of
Johana’s magic coffee maker, stayed to chat about presenting your work
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in documentation, shopping sprees and international suicide rates.
Lithuanian is still number one, and in every country the number of men
who succeed is at least 3x if not 5x more than women. Must ask Natalie to
watch the Suicide Club for our next movie night.
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F is for FAKE was hilarious in parts, unintentionally sometimes – ‘the
art of girl watching’, please – but also interesting in terms of art markets,
experts and what is the value of art. ‘It’s pretty, but is it art?’

I had chair envy as two of the artists brought their ergoonmic work chairs
to watch the film – so have managed to scrounge one of these from Linas,
since I can’t sit in a metal kitchen chair at the computer for hours. We’ve
started a movement to collect comfortable furniture – what is it about
designers and architects who forget that when you’re living somewhere,
you actually do need a place to relax? I also have a secret wish to just once
be in an artist residency that is completely free of anything from ikea.
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Anyway, those are my ‘luxury problems’ for the day…

Now we’re going on an expedition down to the hotel that’s being
renovated to collect some of their classic armchairs and secrete them away
in the rooms (apparently they don’t match the decor) – then its back to
work on inventing myths and fairytales, reading Lucy Lippard and talking
with the artists.
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Have a beautiful morning!
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***

Just the six hours obsessively trying to fix the css in booki to finish my
traces tea lounge sampler – think I’ve nearly eradicated all the random
blank pages and weird formatting. Head spins.

We had a fantastic trip to the old hotel being pulled apart before
renovation – collected a great hoard of 80′s red circular lights, now
adorning my room and providing reading light. Marta told me brief into
to some local legends – keeping them under my hat until I know more.
Maybe a film now or the sweet wine I was promised earlier… either way no
more computer screen.
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background readings:
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Live stream talk Di 12/04/2011 Alternative Building: Bildung ist in
Österreich Thema. Die Mängel im Bildungssystem werden immer
deutlicher. Ein Bildungsvolksbegehren ist im Laufen. Eltern
demonstrieren für eine freie Schulwahl. Ministerinnen bemühen sich das
Bildungssystem zu reformieren. Scheinbar gilt es das Bildungssystem neu
zu erfinden.

Hanoi Sound Stuff Music Festival: April 15 & 16 Van Ho Exhibition
Center, #2 Hoa Lu Street, Hanoi. Hanoi Sound Stuff Festival aspires to
create a unique world of quality electronic and experimental music and art
with boundary-pushing sounds, creative performances and collaborations
between Vietnamese and International artists to spur an interest among
young Vietnamese audiences.

Sabaw Media Art Kitchen: not-for-profit, artist-run initiative and
platform for all kinds of information and communication carried via
modern electronic media, with an emphasis on the region of South East
Asia. SABAW is translated as “soup” in Filipino. SABAW focuses to
address the lack of proper dissemination of information in media art,
experimental and electronic music, and media culture in South East Asia
to the general public and candid exchanges between sub-cultural and
academic initiatives. SABAW is also dedicated towards the facilitation,
publication and exposure of creative and experimental works of
innovative new media artists, interdisciplinary artists, contemporary
musician-composers who find it difficult to release their material through
more conventional channels.

Founded by Tengal in 2005.

bedroomLab is dedicated to contemporary electronic, digital and
experimental music, as well the diverse range of artistic activities in the
context of sound and video culture. bedroomLab presents projects that
experiment with new aesthetic parameters and new forms of cooperation,
develop possibilities for informational and economic self-determination,
and reflect on the role of contemporary music against the backdrop of
technological and social transformations. Now more than ever, music
emerges as a laboratory for multiform experiments and as an active agent
that allows for new cultural techniques to be tested and proffered to the
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wider world. Your orbiting visual and sound bedroomlaboratories are
charting new ways of audio and video interaction in the Philippines and
beyond. We have had a particular interest in creating an open dialogue
between the audio and video dimensions, a linkage with a long
experimental pedigree.

the evolution of mobile: supercool, even if it is a mobile phone ad

File Symposium – Electronic Language International Festival. Games Rio
2011 – I want to play!

NESTA – Creativity and Innovation UK: Mass Localism Report

why contemporary art curators should get out more: I was reminded of
this by the art market/expert debate in F is for FAKE
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NIDA ART COLONY DAY 6

‘Escape from Nida’ sketches for composition, based on story of the gliding
school home-made gliders and bizarre Kusturica film ‘Arizona Dream‘ we
watched last night, where a very young Johnny Depp falls in love with
Faye Dunaway and builds her a series of flying machines. To the sky!

dreaming of London… Berlin…

anywhere with friends, a decent cafe, a cosy bar… all a long way away from
here.
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Thinking, really if I want to make better work/life balance and do more
that isn’t screen based, why spend so much time and energy on reworking
website and figuring out css for booki. I just want it to work. Now!
Anyway, going out into the chilly sunshine to buy supplies, then write.

Latvian Beer tasting happening now in the kitchen; new artists arrived
tonight – Gwynn who makes a smell map of the island and Marjolein who
comes bearing greetings from Sara in Amsterdam; Jasmina Maschina at K
& M- w/-golden diskó ship, centerdivider in Brooklyn, New York; and the
marriage of heaven and hell continues with pervasive computing…

background reading

vastly cheered by news of ‘unidentified particle’ technicolour – love
it even if I don’t understand…

ok-ni suicide – macabre but not melancholy, according to my new music
guru Tommy Tang!
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Following updates from New Media Scotland and Edinburgh
International Science Festival:

this pervasive day: Ambient, emotional and invisible interfaces are
sensing and changing the world. New generations of tiny computer
systems, embedded into everyday objects, are able to sense and
understand our activities and our feelings. The everyday items we use
and wear will soon incorporate intelligent technologies that can alter our
environments according to our behaviours – with or without our
knowledge.

under the hood: creative data interpretation

this happened: We want to know how a project has evolved – the process.
You should tell us the story, not just the result. You must start with how
the project began, perhaps with the first documented output. End with
where you are now with the project, the middle is up to you. A good
presentation is one that provokes a reaction from the audience – resulting
in a full Q&A session. We also like failed projects, a polished end result is
not as important as the process. What did you learn from the project that
you didn’t know before?

emotion as interface: The new generation of computer systems are able
to understand and alter our individual emotional states – and we may
not even be aware of it. The products we use daily – our cars, clothes
and music players – incorporate intelligent technologies that can adapt
themselves and alter our environments according to our moods. (I really
must finish writing that article on emotional interfaces)

sound art museum opens in Rome: Lodged in a spacious apartment in
an unassuming 19th-century building on Rome’s busy Piazza Vittoria, the
new Sound Art Museum is both a public venue and the realized dream
of Dora Stiefelmeier and Mario Pieroni, the founders of Zerynthia and its
subsidiary, RadioArteMobile (RAM), an internet radio station launched
in 2002 to explore–and expand–the territory shared by the visual arts and
sound research. very exciting!
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NIDA ART COLONY DAY 7

Sunday morning. Rest.

**

Meeting with Miga and Vytautas for Inter-Format proposals – excellent
range of interests and people, think we’ve chosen well – the proof will be
in the symposium as it evolves.

Cycled down the road towards Kaliningrad and to the beach – all washed
out in the sunlight. Even the mild Baltic waves are agitated into some kind
of frenzy by the constant wind. Still find the forest strangely unsettling,
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the trees are so relentless, tussocks of grass and small earth mounds, found
a carved wooden playground with a witch see-saw and crocodile swing.

Watched the trailer for Murundak: A journey to the Heart of Aboriginal
Protest Music, which mum saw last night and recommended during our
quick skype chat – made me so homesick.

The music, the landscape, the people, the sense of struggle against
injustice – viva Australia!

Chatting with Emily on skype made me homesick for Berlin – we used
to chat from Prenzlauer Berg to Kreuzberg when both too tired or lazy to
cross kiez – summer time out in the sun.

Tonight we have Latvian sweet tasting (literally: ‘small cow’) and intro to
newly arrived artists.
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background reading:

datapolis czech data festival International Centre for Art and New
Technologies

Petr Šourek: Datatlantis :: Teach Nature to write; indeed and what use IS
rhetoric for potatoes?

neural : media art hacktivism, e-music, since 1993

Gail Priest – Presentiments From The Spider Garden Australian sound-
artist Gail Priest unravels in “Presentiments From The Spider Garden”
a whole compendium of aural starts and dreamlike suggestions. The
inspiration seems infused with the proliferating activity of spiders and
invertebrates, (which abound in her city, Sydney) – wiry animal entities
that are particularly susceptible to natural electrical phenomena and
receptive to any change in weather. The narrative, full of strange alchemy
and of a spacey and “theatrical” approach, evolves in an esoteric way,
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giving rise to interesting ambient moments, granular sounds, fluctuating
melodies and interludes. Priest is always fully control of the atmospheres,
which sparkle imaginatively but are neither trivial nor predictable because
of that: Aurelio Cianciotta

Edited by LAb[au], MetaDeSIGN. A comprehensive monograph of
LAb[au], laboratory for architecture and urbanism and artist group
founded in Brussels in 1997. LAb[au] has a rigorous approach to design
that seamlessly deals with generative processes as well as interactive
public architecture, or biology as well as kinetic sculpture. Their
“MetaDeSign” is defined as a “practice grounded on the inherent logic
of computation and communication technologies in the visualization and
formalization of information, processing data into textual, graphical,
spatial and sonic representations.” This rigor is also reflected in the
structure and the graphic design of this luxury book: the works all share
a few common concepts (among them “data.scapes”, “binary states”,
“screenography” and “spectraum”). neural.it

A LINK, Design Korea 2010 from Mimi Son on Vimeo.

Link, interactive sculpture on convergence: If your name is “Kimichi and
Chips”, you define yourself a cross-disciplinary art & design studio and
are based between London and Seoul, it should be quite a natural
challenge to create an artwork about “Convergence”. This what Elliot
Woods and Mimi Son did for Design Korea 2010 with the interactive
piece “Link”. Link is an interactive installation where people can record
their stories into a cityscape of cardboard boxes. Participants approach an
iPad kiosk to record a video of themselves which is stored and replayed
through the sculpture. Convergence operates here on several levels. From
a visual perspective it is a sculpture in the form of a miniature cityscape,
stacking 400 mapped cardboard boxes and illuminating them via
projection software so that each box is capable of projecting a unique
video feed. Technologically it includes openFrameworks mapping
application on iPad to VVVV toolkit for simultaneous playback/
recording. From a user perspective the boundaries between audience and
installation are crossed as visitors actively participate recording their
videos and become artworks themselves. Valentina Culatti
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The Information: enhanced ebooks. Gleick focuses on how we
communicate and share information and is less interested in short term
trends. “If people think Facebook is the next thing, that’s not interesting,”
he says. The important thing is that “when people are able to
communicate globally and rapidly on this scale, new things happen”. The
challenge is in filtering the information and a book is one kind of filter.
It’s appropriate that a book our changing understanding of information
and our evolving ways of dealing with it should get the enhanced ebook
treatment.He quotes Plato, who argued that writing would be bad because
it would “produce forgetfulness” since people would no longer need to
“practice their memory”. Such criticisms are not that far removed from
how services such as Twitter are criticised today. Gleick says: “I am using
Twitter and I don’t think it’s diminishing us.” Gleick says: “Our
difficulties today are the same as ever. We have what appears to be a flood
of information – too much for any person to cope with. Sometimes we feel
empowered by that and sometimes overwhelmed.” Shane Richard, The
Telegraph

limitless: intriguing concept, apparently medication to improve memory
not such a great idea!
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NIDA ART COLONY DAY 8

People walking past my window carrying ladders, Justin next door putting
the finishing touches to his basketball court (made of pallets with built-in
holes for the trees) and getting ready to go install it in the forest (with the
permission of the forestry commission, even their hands-on help!)

It’s all go! go! go! here this morning…

I’m not really coherent yet – rainy melancholic mood, a little zoned out
after zen yoga.
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Waking up the synapses to get cracking on those myths – or maybe I need
to stay drifty. Thinking of cycling down to the beach again, taking shelter
under the little shack and watching the waves for a while to rethink my
stories. Heard a wonderful creation legend last night, told by Aiste, who
joins us for a week from Vilnius – interesting young sound artist, she took
part in migrating art academies and the herbologies foraging network –
gave a beautiful introductory presentation:

Anyway, I told her about the work I’m making and how being on the
Curonian Spit is fascinating as there are NO BRIDGES – she was looking
through a book about Lithuania at the time and pointed to the map of this
land, and said – but this whole place is a bridge. The story is that in old
times, all the sailors were dying because there was no protection from the
wind, and the open sea came straight to the coast. So this very big woman
(a giant) collected a lot of sand in her apron and brought it here, making
the Curonian spit and keeping the sailors safe.
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Intriguing how much information you can give about a place and people
through such a simple story. Two sentences, that’s the kind of thing I’m
aiming for – keeping it mythic…
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We also met Gwenn who is making an olfactory map of the island (maybe
we can join forces: with sound map and have a ‘peripheral sensory map’
or peripherical sensorical suggested Aiste) and also taking workshops to
create gestures for the tea ceremony/ritual, he’s out investigating the
possibilities of birch bark tea even as we speak – using local ingredients.
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Marjolein introduced us to her work with sociological explorations of
place and photography, Gintara stayed silent about her bean-planting in
the reading room to create a ‘slow reading’ space – but I’m curious to see
how it grows, and very happy to become part of the installation.
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Went outside to explore the small shed installation by Natalia – singing
scrap metal – beautiful.
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This morning is already a melting pot of places and people, only half-way
through my inbox:

Gorgeous Singing Tree in Lithuania on Radio Aporee Maps by alas23/sala
and this very nice recording of water under the bridge…

The fabulous Shu Lea Cheang invites noise artists to perform on a live
code live jam for the release of her second film, a follow-up to
the cyberpunk cult movie IKU. UKI Viral Performance.

“UKI live performance LIVE CODE LIVE SPAM (70:00) At LPM 2011

OPEN CALL for NOISE sound artists to join UKI live performance at
Videntity
(curated by Francesco Macarone Palmieri aka Warbear), of LPM,
Live Performance Meeting (Location: Nuovo Cinema Aquila // ROMA –
Date: May 19-22- Day: Tba)
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UKI live performance invites local (Rome/Italy) and LPM participants of
>noise sound /free software genre to join us on a LIVE CODE LIVE
SPAM viral trip!!! As a sequel to Shu Lea Cheang’s cyberpunk cult movie
IKU , the replicants of UKI trades sex for codes, code sexing code in noise
blast out, a virus is born and multiplied to eventually infect a city! This
70 minute non-stop hyper-jam session is joined by Martin Howse(sound
scheme grand mix) and Diana Pornoterrorista (vocal). We ask noise sound
artists to plug in with own laptops/devices!!
We aim for orgasmic high as we set Rome under UKI viral attack!!

background reading:

AIZPUTE 2011 HOMEBREW MEETING Latvian and Baltic Hom
Brewers: Several parallel brewing sessions both indoors and outdoors in
the residency centre of the interdisciplinary art group SERDE are
planned, as well as the first Baltic homebrew competition 7th May 2011.
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Alus meistardarbnīcas jebkuram interesantam būs atvērtas sestdien, 7.
maijā no plkst. 11.00 – 15.00. (Rezidenču centra Serde pagalmā, Aizputē,
Atmodas ielā 9).

Fascinating workshop (call for proposals now over) well worth a visit if
you’re in the area:

1 – 14 August 2011, at SERDE workshop and residency centre in Aizpute,
Latvia.

AIZ – artists residency (AIZ in the Latvian means behind, beyond, over…
across) is an artists-run, non-profit-making initiative unique in the Latvia
that provides a creative arena for artists who are ambitious for their work
and open to the challenges of an environment that demands experiment,
co-operation and exchange. Artists can work in a variety of disciplines
and media: installation, land art, performance, video, painting and
sculpture, ceramics, time-based, photographic, etc. The attention to the
daily life and its spatial and social implications is what characterizes the
project AIZ from its debut, with the invitation to artists to work on the
city’s elements and it’s social and relational dynamics. The workshop’s
results will be presented in the public places of Aizpute. We are planning
to have 10 artists in the workshop.

European Association of Folklore Festivals: came up randomly on the link
to Aizpute. BEHIND US ARE THE MEMORIES OF OUR FATHERS,
IN FRONT OF US ARE THE EYES OF OUR CHILDREN!

National Regional Arts Broadband Forum: A Game Changer for Regional
Arts – news from OZ and Arts Hub: The NBN will transform arts in
regional Australia and in Australia as a whole,’ Mr Crean said. It will
give nearly all communities in Australia access to both local and global
networks. ‘This is a game changer for Australian regional communities.’

It is in regional Australia that the opportunities of the NBN will first
be felt. Twenty-two of the first 29 roll outs will be in regional areas, Mr
Crean said. It will change how health and financial services are delivered,
education and local government and provide exciting opportunities for
arts organisations and venues, indigenous cultural centres and locally
based designers, film producers and writers.
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As part of the round table participants expressed their thoughts on how
the arts will fare in a broadband world. What emerged was cautiously
optimistic.

Inside Job: Interview with documentary maker Charles Ferguson about
the film a friend described as: “Brilliant, confrontational scathing
documentary about the market crash. Unbelievable. An unlikely
gunslinger. Has a quiet, almost nebbishy look which probably helped him
during his interviews. Also he once ran a software company that
Microsoft bought. So he’s a millionaire capitalist nebbishy looking
gunslinger. Very intriguing.”

Get your beard on! Bearding Workshop: Justin Tyler Tate Nida Art
Colony Open Studio, April 16

Started the day with this piece of dance insanity to RUN DMC via a
friend – made me smile!

A little more info on Videntity for anyone not using fb:

Coordinator: Francesco Macarone Palmieri aka Warbear (IT)

Since more and more time the language of video performance deals with
the issues related to gender and sexual orientation, intersecting with
gender studies, queer theory and contemporary art. Both in the
community L.g.b.t. and the Queer circuits the trajectories taken by such
language range from Vjng to Performance Art and conferences and their
ground lays in the representation of the body. The interest of LPM 2011
is: understand how the vision of the body can be decentralized, fractured
and multiplied; how the theme of sexual identity is disconnected from its
universalization heterocentric and stereotyping of LGBT, how the video
language becomes an instrument of gender empowerment, which
languages intersect with the video (music, spoken word, body art) and
what is the role of an independent and libertarian pornography within
this framework.LPM calls to the video performance as a seduction
strategy of organs and thoughts.

but wait, there’s more!
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http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1645089/
http://www.cinemablend.com/new/Video-Interview-Charles-Ferguson-Takes-On-Wall-Street-With-His-Documentary-Inside-Job-21077.html
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Hackney Hear: An Interactive GPS-triggered audio tour of Hackney
- Follow your phone into a new audio adventure. Hackney Hear uses your
smartphone to play interviews, features, poetry, music and new writing
depending on your location.

Your movements will trigger audio clips as you walk, creating your own
soundscape. 400 stories will be tagged over one of London’s coolest areas,
swathing the Olympic borough in glorious sound wherever you go all via
GPS.

London Sound Artists Working Group: The primary aim of this project
is discursive – to create a real-world forum where people can meet, try out
ideas, and enhance our understanding of what a contemporary ‘sound art’
might involve.
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NIDA ART COLONY DAY 9

Happy Birthday Johanna!

Flurry of emails to arrange a special evening celebration – Marta suggests
champagne by the sea, the fog has rolled in again and the drizzle started
but we may still make that short walk..

Otherwise, there’s home made pizza – dough courtesy of the colony’s
highly productive and active artist JTT, currently building the compost
bin while waiting for the forest site to be cleared and ready to install
basketball – we’re bringing out own toppings and spelling out J-O-H-A-N-
N-A! Balloons were vetoed by Vytautas as being ‘too capitalistic’ and out
of keeping with the environment, so I’m making sparkly pine cones.
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Meeting with Gwenn-Aël to discuss his olfactory and gesture workshop
contribution, offered to all the artists and symposium participants as a way
to create a different experience and context for their presentation/paper/
performance. I’m looking forward to seeing who signs up, and creating
my own ritual/gestures for talking about bridges – perhaps develop
ceremonial opening more too.
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Justin, Hanna & Johanna on the beach
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Lunch with Vytautas, Lina, Justin and Tulla at Don Vito, the fancy
restaurant in town… Nice potato pancakes, followed by excellent new
cake tasting and coffee at the bakery.

Wandered down the road to dispose of my recycling in the council bins
provided, and collect some pine cones – only fallen ones and a few
scattered in different areas – now drying after my glitter decorating
attempts. Ready to be assembled into table decoration for this evening.
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Enjoyed revisiting the Glider school location and monument, think it’s
a good place for a bridge ceremony… There’s even an empty flagpole if I
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manage to screen print a Bridgeland flag, and some nice resonance could
be coaxed out of the yellow metal hangar arch, symbolising the bridge
to the sky. Trying out new sensor and contact speaker components with
Nathalia to test effects. Now a short break to crank out some travel articles
for the other job.
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Original Lithuanian Vodka
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drifting across my screen today:

future everything: warpaint – LA’s all girl experimental art rock band at
the festival in Manchester

janet cardiff : walks

Bill Fontana: River Sounding on the Thames

Tanghetto: Blue Monday dance the pain away!

Naked and Famous: Young Blood – sounds from NZ

Andrew Paterson: joining us for the symposium with Clip Kino and
herbologies methods

News from Art Below London underground – look out for Cockfosters,
Prince and Hincess!
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NIDA ART COLONY DAY 10

Everything’s a little blurry today…

Got up early and cycled down to the sea where we drank champagne
last night – footprints still there – in part to escape the subsonic rumble
which continues now with earthmoving equipment all round the house.
Final stages of landscaping and flattening the rocks into place, removing
‘garbage’ from the sheds – unfortunately also part of the artist’s work and
materials.
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Somehow the moss seems to be higher each time I go into the forest,
or maybe I just don’t notice it at first. Still looking for signs – last night
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one of the group left helpful arrows made of twigs along the path, then
reversed them on our way back home. Took photos to use as elements in
my conceptual sonic bridge map – developing layers and plan to organise
and structure information. Now just need to figure out how to print it so
they open up the right way.

I’m always looking for signs, trying to stop and remember that sometimes
things are simply what they are, nothing more – over-reading and over-
interpreting par for the course I guess – but it’s nice to live in more poetic
universe.
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Wandered along the beach and picked up what I think may be amber –
have to check with someone who’s actually seen it in this state before (ie
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not all polished and shiny). If not real amber they are still beautiful golden-
white stones with a lovely round feeling.

Made some recording of the sea and forest today to use in the sound beds.
Almost decided to keep them absolutely untouched, but think a minimal
composition element could be added.

Figuring out details for London show – latest is old-school slide projector
with documentation images and a selection of bridge recordings/
compositions, not necessarily in synch with images. I quite like that as
patterns and associations will emerge naturally – along with the
conceptual sound map and link to download files to go on your own
psycho-geographic sonic bridge walk.
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Last night bearding workshop preview – happy with my new mountain
girl look! pic by JTT
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***
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Collected range of graphic letters from boat names in the harbour, to use
on my map.
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Meeting with Vytautas to discuss symposium plans and open studio
program. Groceries.

Tested how to make one of those folded-out selectors and which way up
each one goes.

Set up group folder on the PC in the computer lab to compile works for
Open Studio Day.

Typing this and then no more work for the evening. Good Night my dear
friends!

background reading – not so much in the filter today:

real live human branding performance – by ernest truely – looks hardcore,
apparently not ‘that painful’ – at polymer factory, Tallinn
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Ed-Krusher – good friend’s roller derby team Voodoo Skull Crushers: 1st
May, Seven Deadly Bouts of Hell!

History of Mini-Golf: via Lucy in Hobart, Tasmania – on Bearings, very
nice social ethnographic reference for Nida Mini-Golf Action Group…

notes from Jurij on the internet wunderkammer concept: explain this
image
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NIDA ART COLONY DAY 11

Finally. Tree-hugging moment in the olfactory workshop, and you know I
feel much closer to the forest now! Tuning in to listen and smell, different
textures and scales, earth really is cold and the moss very green scent, pine
cones slightly warmer, the tree bark quite rich and deep, low long notes.
There you go, learning something new – I love that.

Natalia and I of course started to amplify the kettles with various mikes
(electromagnetic spectrum and piezo) and turned the tea ceremony into a
sound performance; think Gwenn-Aël is happy with the result…
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Shaking up my routine a little with cleaning first, then email, yoga and a
fast hard bike ride just to feel my legs and body moving through space.
Visited the basketball court, Justin on-site filling some of the gaps in the
pallets, blending in well with the trees in his green diamonds and hat.
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May have actually relaxed, at least turned the stress a few notches down.
Figuring out details for London with the netaudio crew, and maybe trip to
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Ljubljana straight after – Martin tells me he has good news, but is being
very mysterious about it all. Guess five projects back to back is ok really!

Summer is breathing space, back to Berlin and the life I’ve worked hard to
make more grounded.

Ok, so now either working on my conceptual sound map – have to get
the letters onto the paper, find some nice pagan symbols for the elements
(plenty of books in the library for reference although more contemporary
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art than ‘traditional’) – and writing up short text, or something else.
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Sound perhaps, writing those damn travel articles that I never get round
to… need to take care of the physical world a lot better – starting to find
balance, still heavily skewed to conceptual/philosophical realms over any
non-esoteric reality. Not sure how to fix that.

***

Added tarragon from Sophea in new Delhi to our collective soup
ingredients since we were chatting on skype – her being the food radio
guru and wonderful all round geek grrrrrrl she is!

My soup ingredient: spring onions/green onion (Justin)

Soup ingredient suggestion: Carrots and ginger (Marjolein)

Paskas (small pasta – Johanna)

Tarragon (Sophea in Delhi)

Peasoup with Pancakes for dessert (the ovenbaked ones – Hanna))

Leek and potato (jodi)
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background reading/listening

Boom Festival: Murcof Podcast 2010

Invisible Constellation, an interactive work by Sreejata Roy and
Mrityunjay
Chatterjee, still open to contribute until 1st May: based in Khirki-Hauz
Rani neighbourhood in Delhi, seeking stories and news related to
demolitions, displacements and gentrifications happening around the
world.

Circuit Symbols: nice just to check the diagram image for ground or earth
– think lightning will work, it’s kind of in that direction – now I have all
the elements and directions covered!

Sound Artist Agent. Interesting.
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co-funding art night: subconference for cultural activists at re:publica
conference for blogs and social media activists - I love a good media art
after-party, there in spirit!

media and democratisation in Africa: social and political communication,
via Adam at Sourcefabric
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NIDA ART COLONY DAY 12

Good Morning!

Woke up thinking it was spring, but the new people in the next room must
have their heating on and it’s making my room like a sauna… opened the
door to find mist hovering over the treetops and the same chill in the air as
yesterday. Ah well, a girl can dream.

You know how sometimes you wake up with a song in your head that you
just need to hear? Today it was Paul Kelly, to her door – in a silver top.
Beautiful. Takes me back to Sydney, circa 1984.

So today is Natalia and Marija’s prepared piano performance (there’s a lot
more p’s and punctuation in the official version, will grab it from an email
when I get into that) at the art school, Johanna and Marta have arranged
15kg of fish from maxima – the fisherman not the supermarket – to be
used in our smoked fish workshop tomorrow. Thinking to propose that
delicious cheese as an alternative, baked with spices.
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That’s all, guess I have to log in and check things are ok in email land, then
off to make my map and talk with Aiste about witches….
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aha feeling kinda vegetarian now – fish gutting workshop going on in the
kitchen…
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background reading
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joined the introvert liberation front… yes an hour social = two hours alone
sounds about right

rumpus party: Rubbish Sideshow Circus – Blindfolded aerial silks and tap
dancing trapeze – love it!

net audio sonic maze – yes! Singing Bridges in the Camden Roundhouse
May 15th, come on down.
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NIDA ART COLONY DAY 13

Crazy Open Studio Day.
Started 10 am with picking up rubbish along the coastline to Kaliningrad
for global clean-up.

Met the Mayor of Nida – he told me he loved me (in five languages) and
regaled Johanna in French with details of his position. During his election
campaign he went door-to-door reciting poetry!

Vytautas catching ‘Nida Air’ in the clean-up bag (apparently the artist
who did this for real is now representing Lithuania at Venice Biennale:
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Visited Justin’s lemonade stand in the ‘desert’ sand dunes, refreshing –
now left as a relic.

Orchestrated the collective soup kitchen with four beautiful soups to
emerge – chantarelle, leek and potato, split pea, carrot and ginger –
delicious.

Invited people into my studio and chatted about bridge sounds – heard
some wonderful new stories.

Long stretch of hanging out in the kitchen after second smoked fish eating
workshop (which I failed again comprehensively – went for the baked
herbed cheese option instead) accompanied by beer tasting.

Helped re-organise the room for clean-up after party and karaoke. sang.
danced. sleepy.
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Now the kids are playing ‘the xx’ which makes me want to dance more.
but no. sleep.

Lemonade stand paparazzi:
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NIDA ART COLONY DAY 14

long brunch with pancake variations

baked finnish style

thin crepe latvian/canadian

ricotta hotcakes via bill’s sydney

out for a walk on the beach and then back to massage words into shape

***

silver diamonds in the fire, listening to teardrops fall from the trees
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NIDA ART COLONY DAY 15

woke up at 7.26am

wrote the sign for natalia’s installation and materials already set- up to
protect from being cleared away:

“Please do not disturb, move or remove ANYTHING in this shed. It is
Art, not scrap and needs to be left as is until end of May. Thank you, N&J”

Cycled the five minutes it takes through gorgeous forest to the beach,
looked at the waves and thought: why do I not do this every morning? did
a performance in the sand – undocumented, no audience but waves.
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Compiling and organising interformat text about contributions to shape
the program, about to head out and talk over lunch at don vito.

realising that I am noticeably more present in the physical world than the
virtual. yay. only took fifteen days.

rewrote my bio to fit with our requested limit of 66 words – think it’s my
favourite variation so far:

jodi rose embraces the philosophy of fluxus and lived experiential
practice, collaborating with chance, playfulness and simplicity. whether
recording in the snow under a bridge in ljubljana; dangling from a bridge
in bangkok; initiating, co-curating and mediating traces, or wearing a
beard while immersed in an artists colony in lithuania: life is art all the
time – and there is no such thing as the everyday.
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NIDA ART COLONY DAY 16

Fabulous day!

Ferry Ride:

Shopping trip to Klaipeda, the market first with fresh honey and a kilo of
strawberries for my pavlova, mega supermarket and more fun stuff then
bird sanctuary and long trip home via the hill of witches by candlelight
(with seven witches and Linas) – perfect.

Fire hose serpent:
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Waiting in Carpark: Klaipeda (hour long performance piece)
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Ladies in the Lighthouse:
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Justin on the lighthouse:
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Johanna in the lighthouse:
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Snowfishing:
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Suncatching:
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At the bird sanctuary/tagging place:
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cool old-school ornithologist:
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Found by British birdwatcher:
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Bird migration paths:
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and then went to Rusne island to look at Russia across the river/border:
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apparently in Belarus the smugglers send cigarettes down the river in
floating packages with GPS device attached, their contact goes and
collects the loot from the reeds – and the difference in price means it
doesn’t matter if they don’t get the GPS back – hi-tech pirates!
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office in Laika, the cool art bar in Klaipeda:
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a drink:
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and a game of chess:
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Finally, convinced Linas to take us to the hill of witches by candlelight:
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NIDA ART COLONY DAY 17

It really is a hard life sometimes… had to go do site visit today for my
‘Welcome to Bridgeland’ ceremony.

Which takes place beside the beach, really I don’t know how I can possibly
continue to work under these conditions. It’s sunny, there’s no wind,
found the perfect spot for the flag raising and champagne. Experimental
sauna is under construction:

Excellent concept development yesterday during our trip – the fire cable
symbol on the ferry looks a lot like the serpent who is big in mythology
round here; then some other ideas about the structure of the map (going
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on the three worlds as told to me by Aiste – sky, earth and underworld)
and very inspiring talk about the actual ritual part of the ceremony with
Ernest, who just arrived to work with us from Polymer Factory in Tallinn.
One third of ‘error collective’; he’s building the sauna with Justin – who
has fantastical plans to also build in a continual hot water system around
the pipes, along with a cool space ship design)

That’s all I have time for now, going over revised symposium texts and
working out how to integrate more of the artistic and conceptual input
throughout the program – supercool.

Inter-Format is going to be richly and wildly inspiring – or as Rasa said
today during our lunch meeting:

“The entire program is perverse.” In what way? “It’s all about pleasure!”

Building the protoype sauna:
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***

How to steal like an artist – very cool

How to order home delivery in Vilnius – supercool!

How to stargaze – intergalactically cool

How to hear Tallinn – Estonia sounds cool

sauna oven:
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NIDA ART COLONY DAY 18

Finally, edited, revised and re-edited this symposium text

I’ll put up the short version as apparently no-one is going to read all 50
pages.

Particularly happy with my introductory note about chicken coops and
Lithuanian checkers.

Another long site visit in which I dipped my toes in the Baltic Sea – still
very cold!

The boys from Tallinn are making another sauna variation tonight

my brain has melted. back to the rest of the urgent to do list.

***

now the rest of me is in the same state – just out of experimental sauna,
second variation – beautiful soft heat, and baked potatoes to go with!

Art CONTAINER – sexy glass sauna in Tallinn cultural container space

Baltic Notebooks
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InInterfterformaormat Symt Symposiposium 3um 3-6-6th Math May 20y 201111

NNiida Ada Art Crt Coollonony & Vy & Vilniilnius Aus Acacaddememy of Ay of Artsrts

TTuesdauesday 3y 3rd Mard Mayy

11am Cultural Guided Tour: Visits to art sites in Vilnius VM

3pm Lunch

5pm Intro-Format presentations: 5 Minutes each participant (Vilnius Art
Academy Chess Hall)

8pm Conceptual Sentiments* or ‘I would like to propose a toast!’ Picnic
Dinner in the Bus

JODI ROSE
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(Leave Vilnius punctually at 8pm to arrive midnight at Nida)

WWednednesdaesday 4y 4th Math May (Ny (Niida Ada Art Crt Coollononyy))

10-12 Open Brunch Buffet and self-guided orientation

2pm Collect Picnic Lunch and introduction to Nida Art Colony
Afternoon Open Workshops Program

3-5pm Artist Tours – Artist in Residence Guided sight/site/seeing Tours
(AIR on request)

Ad hoc mythology and imaginary cartography

Olfactory Workshop

Poetic Robotism/Art Walk

The Sited Storyteller

Would you like to join with art?

7pm Introduction to local myths and place (MV) with DIY Pizza Bar

8pm Welcome to Bridgeland! (JR Site specific location at the seaside)

9pm Opening Ceremony/Party and Neringa.FM Special Broadcast (Site
specific location at the seaside)

ThThursdaursday 5th May 5th May (Ny (Niida Ada Art Crt Coollononyy))

5:19am Harvest PB8 (one hour performance)

10am Interactive Omelette Bar

11am Seeding to Harvest: Interdisciplinary Methodologies

NOTES FROM NIDA ART COLONY
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12pm Harvest Listening and Mari Keski Korsu ClearFell Reservation (via
skype from Finland)

13:03 Harvest PB8 (one hour performance)

2pm Lunch

3-5pm Artist Tours – Artist in Residence Guided sight/site/seeing Tours
(on request)

4pm ‘Fake it til you make it’ Playing the role of artist/curator (Discussion)
(Thomas Mann House)

6pm Book Launch: “How to Become an Artist? Expanded edition”
(Thomas Mann House)

7pm Tea Ritual: Gwenn-Aël Lynn & Workshop Participants (NAC
Terrace)

8pm Collective Kitchen & Cooking Workshop (Smoked & Grilled Fish)

Apres Le Pamplemousse (After the Grapefruit) Tamara Henderson

8pm Artist as Researcher Film Program (NAC Hall)

20:48 Harvest PB8 (one hour performance)

9pm Sauna Forum: A story of the most beautiful bodies, Bearding &
Sonic Shower

10pm The Sited Storyteller: Site Specific Film Screening Lagoonside
Location (One Hour)

10pm Neringa.FM Sauna Broadcast: Audio_z collage, Earzoom & Linas
Lithuanian Music Special

FFriridaday 6y 6th Math May (Ny (Niida Ada Art Crt Coollononyy))
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9am Collective Baking Breakfast

11am Beyond Borders: Maps & Territories (Performative Lectures)

2pm Lunch

3-5pm Artist Tours – Artist in Residence Guided sight/site/seeing Tours
(on request)

4pm ‘re:inventing the future: theory and practice, after the story ends’
(Performative Lectures)

6pm Virtual Tea Party – London/Ljubljana/Nida by Error Collective

8pm Collective Kitchen: Trans gastronomy or the art of site specific
culinary (Nicolas Thys Wilde)

9pm Sauna Party: Jurij/Paradise Now/Linas DJ, Sonic Shower & Error
Collective Closing Ceremony

10pm The Sited Storyteller: Site Specific Film Screening Seaside Location
(One Hour)

INTERINTERVENTIOVENTIONN//SITE-SPECIFICSITE-SPECIFIC && PERFORMAPERFORMATIVETIVE WWORKORKSS ––
DDAILAILYY/V/VARIOUS TIMESARIOUS TIMES

Artist Tours/TRACES Artists in Residence: Guided sight/site/seeing
tours of Cultural Interest, Daily 3pm

Bball/Justin Tyler Tate: Artist Guided Visits and Game (on request 3pm &
7pm)

Bearding/Justin Tyler Tate: During Sauna and spontaneously (or on
request)

Bridgeland/Jodi Rose: Map and site specific welcome ceremony
(Wednesday 8pm)

NOTES FROM NIDA ART COLONY
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Essential Scent & Sonic Shower/Isa Belle: 3– 4pm and 7– 8pm (in addition
to sauna times)

Garden of Sound/Aistė Goda Viršulytė: Rooftop terrace, open all hours

Harvest/PB8: Sunrise/Midday/Sunset May 5th Thursday ONLY

Lemonade Stand/Justin Tyler Tate: Artist Guided Visits (on request)

Neringa FM Special Broadcasts: Linas & Guests: Wed 9pm – 12am,
Thursday 10pm-12am

Poetic Robotism/Art Walk/Eva Vevere & Laura Prikule: 10am & 3pm
Daily

The Sited Storyteller/Marjolein Houben & Irmelin Joelson: Map &
Lagoon/Sea site specific film screening

The Universal Encylopedia /Visuotinė Enciklopedija/Gintarė
Valevičiūtė: Slow Reading all hours (Mediatek)

Would you Like to Join With Art?/Reclamation:

Sad Song Makes Me Happy/Natalia Borissova: electromagnetic
acousticollation 3–6pm (small shed)

Sauna Forum & Sauna Party/Error Collective & Miga: 9pm to Midnight
,Thursday 5th and Friday 6th

Sauna strips us of our inhibitions, allowing us to come closer to one
another, in order to talk without facade.

CCo-Co-Curaurator Intor Introdtroducuctition:on:

„This whole program is perverse,“ says Rasa Antanaviciute, Executive
Director of Nida Art Colony; „it’s all about pleasure.“ Welcome to the
intersensory interdisciplinary Inter-Format symposium at Nida Art

JODI ROSE
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Colony. We aim to create space for interactions to please your senses,
stimulate your mind, lift your spirit and facilitate connections.

1. How to introduce a chicken.

It is best to bring a new chicken into the coop during the night, in order
to avoid disruption to the chicken while finding its place in the pecking
order. The new chicken avoids disorientation, and when the chickens
awake, they don’t realise there is a new chicken in the coop and hence
refrain from pecking.

1. „It’s like playing Lithuanian checkers“ means that neither party
realises they are playing by different rules until part-way
through the game. Which rules are adopted must then be
negotiated.

1. Flux, flow and open space.

Whoever comes is [sic] the right people

the integration of audience into the performances contributes to the
randomness of events

Whatever happens is the only thing that could have

Fluxus: a name taken from a Latin word meaning “to flow”

Whenever it starts is the right time

opening the events to accidents and other unintended effects

When it’s over, it’s over

Fluxus is fun.
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Jodi Rose, Nida Art Colony TRACES Initiator/Co-Curator/Mediator &
Artist in Residence

**NNorms anorms and ed etitiqqueuette of toastintte of toastingg

A toast is a ritual in which a drink is taken as an expression of honor or
goodwill. The term may be applied to the person or thing so honored,
the drink taken, or the verbal expression accompanying the drink. Thus, a
person could be “the toast of the evening,” for whom someone “proposes
a toast” to congratulate and for whom a third person “toasts” in
agreement. Toasts may be solemn, sentimental, humorous, even bawdy, or
insulting. Except in very small and informal gatherings, a toast is offered
standing. At a gathering, none should offer a toast to the guest of honor
until the host has had the opportunity to do so. In English-speaking
countries, guests may signal their approval of the toast by saying “hear
hear.” The person honored should neither stand nor drink, but after the
toast should rise to thank the one who has offered the toast, perhaps but
not necessarily offering a toast in turn. As toasts may occur in long series,
experienced attendees often make sure to leave enough wine in the glass
to allow participation in numerous toasts.

Putting one’s glass down before the toast is complete, or simply holding
one’s glass without drinking is widely regarded as impolite, suggesting
that one does not share the benevolent sentiments expressed in the toast,
nor the unity and fellowship implicit in toasting itself. Even the non-
drinker is counseled not to refuse to allow wine to be poured for a toast.
While some regard toasting with an empty glass as either unlucky or
simply rude, others view this as acceptable behavior for the non-drinker.
Toasting traditionally involves alcoholic beverages. Champagne is
regarded as especially festive and is widely associated with New Year’s Eve
and other celebrations. It is a superstition in the United States Navy that
a toast is never to be made with water, since the person so honored will be
doomed to a watery grave. Inverting the glass is especially discouraged.

Ernest & Justin discuss the third sauna variation:
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NIDA ART COLONY DAY 19

Yes it’s the Queen of Instantaneous Blogging…

Just back from a lovely site visit and development meeting with Error
Collective for the Interformat Symposium Opening Ceremony. Details
strictly under wraps – be assured that it will have almost nothing in
common with Performance Art.
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Had a fabulous hour or so escape testing the sound of the radio on the
beach – quiet, way too quiet – so we go with the sound system as Linas
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suggested for the special broadcast we’re also preparing to accompany
the event on Neringafm. Listened to a cute Australian singer on ‘The
Voice of America’ talking about overcoming fear and self-doubt – aha
strangely apt. Then some random Spanish and Russian stations – it’s a
‘world band’ short wave radio which makes it fun to tune in to faraway
places, especially at the seaside on the edge of the European Continent
looking across to, well I don’t know where exactly will have to check on
the map. Finally discovered my Bridgeland composition, basically ready-
made, sounds a lot like listening to space – Sesame Street Martians Radio
came to mind.

Amused me anyway.
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Seemed kind of related to the experimental sauna: third variation (in
process) under construction this afternoon, which looks a lot like a
Sputnik.
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Once the extra legs were added there’s much more head room in there for
the steam to collect!
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Otherwise had some not so pleasant moments but let’s not even go there
in any detail. Suffice to say that a ride to the beach listening to radio from
outer space and talking about ritual has mostly restored my equilibrium.
When I was a teenager, during the Cold War – yeah, that old – and
worrying about the threat of immediate nuclear annihilation on a nightly
basis, I used to try to imagine after the apocalypse, when there would be
nothing, not even space. The one thing I couldn’t quite conceive of not
existing was… radio. strange.

and probably not even particularly interesting but there you go, the joy
of blogging. I rant and you either read or click away to something else.
So easy. Not like actual human interaction which is filled with all kinds
of strange silences and grey zones that could be one thing or completely
another.

Which reminds me, I am off-duty as a co-curator this weekend. Going
back to being an artist.
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..this is when the aliens arrived:
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NIDA ART COLONY DAY 20

Deliberately slow living so now I’m in for some fast writing… luckily I took
notes over the past few days. Offline entirely on Saturday – must do that
more often – and very little screen time since.

Loving the going down to the beach first thing in the morning vibe.
Thought about myths, wrote some notes, painted my nails and listened
for more alien transmissions.

Thinking about how you don’t just create new myths and stories in a few
days – it takes time for those levels of experience to accumulate and layer
your perceptions, for a place to have become imbued with meaning for
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you. Various exchanges have helped me, listening to people tell me their
stories and myths, and understanding what it means for people is really
important.

The main ones here are women focused – great Pagan tradition – but also a
little scary. They both involve women who marry outside their group, and
both husbands are killed – one by the villagers and the other by the gods –
clearly, it’s a message that we don’t much like foreigners traditionally.

Or to ‘protect the clan’ whatever that means – from what, the pernicious
outsider influence?

Third is a creation myth – woman as mother and protector – so I guess
we’ve got all main bases covered. Princesses, wives, mothers that’s about it
– only missing the oldest profession…

I am finding my own myths now, an accumulation of direct physical
experiences, stories people told me, emotional and mental states, and
dreams/desires – if you’re going to create your own myths then you need
to build a relationship to a place for these stories to develop. Here is where
I found the champagne cork relic or those piles of stones, and thought –
I want to come back and have a drink here to celebrate with everyone. It
wasn’t until Johanna’s birthday champagne on the beach a week later that
I actually started to relax and be myself.

Just like ‘bringing people closer’, this is really something that happens
in an instant. or maybe it does, I mean you can ‘make a connection’ in
a moment, but does it actually last? You can facilitate, encourage, offer
places and strategies and techniques to enhance closeness, but you can’t
force it to happen – it takes time, shared experiences – a ‘deeper
connection’ needs to evolve naturally. Or so it seems to me. Something
I think about in relation to the Traces project and also the bridges,
questioning what that phrase actually means in reality…

If you really want something to ‘deepen’ then you have to be prepared for
it to change you. In ways you can’t imagine or even begin to expect. Maybe
it comes natural to some, but it’s a hard process for me to grasp. To let
people affect you, sometimes it can be so unexpected, who gets under your
skin and burns there; and who slides by the surface – a spark but no fire.
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Listening for more alien transmissions – feel like Jodie Foster in ‘Contact’
– if you get the signal (ie pick it up) do you ‘get it’? (read and interpret). Life
feels so Sybilline sometimes.

Tuning into all the different international radio signals, with an
exceptional half-hour of programs mixing between immigration and
border controls, DJ Spooky talking about pattern recognition and music
from weather and ocean data, a Chinese woman surfer telling why hardly
anyone in China surfs (and especially no women), the latest Sarkozy
madness of wanting to suspend the Schengen agreement to stop Tunisian
migrants coming into France through Italy – strange new world. Luckily I
was prepared and brought my super fancy world radio (with line out and
6 bands of medium wave) so able to record and capture all this. Now I
have to set it free again – out into the airwaves for Bridgeland ceremony
(think i’ll edit a short version since people probably don’t have too much
attention span in the wind and sunset)…
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NIDA ART COLONY DAY 21

Philosophical zombies. The impossibility of translating experience, or
understanding…

Back to the beach, no radio, no technology today.

Enjoyed listening to the waves, knowing there was all that radio signal
going on around me.

Thinking about how radio is a bridge, to other places, another world.
The story Karol told me about his father in Slovakia listening secretly to
radio free america during Soviet times. Like the nudism, a small act of
subversion, and lessening the sense of isolation. Remembered that Edgar
Varese quote which inspired the bridge singing caper all those years ago
– about the voice of radios across the world. Also Hortexte piece I
performed in with Sherre at ABC, and radio madness in Helsinki with
Sophea.
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They really do want you to stop here. Seriously.
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3 hour meeting with Rasa and Vytautas for colony life and symposium
program – he made my ‘Kings’s coffee’, a special easter treat with fresh egg
and sugar mixed into a paste in black coffee. Strange but good. I learned
that you must never make it with the eggs of an unknown chicken. That
went into my introduction text. Nearly done with information, now to
designer for layout.
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The rest of the day is a blur, had a nap and in that lucid state between
almost being asleep kept having ideas for my stories – wrote notes on four
of them while half dozing all afternoon.

After I went for a bike ride and picnic at the Russian border with Fiona –
supercool! Past the swamps (aka Pagan Love Fields in the new map of Nida
that Vytautas encouraged me to make up…
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and scary ‘state border protection zone’ in three languages:
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NIDA ART COLONY DAY 22

Sunday morning. Escape to the dunes for psychological oasis.

Refreshed joined the decadent Easter Brunch in the kitchen.

Only yesterday but I can’t remember exactly what else happened.

Ah that’s right, the wonder of documenting every move reminds me that I
cut out a pattern for Bridgeland flag – the bridgelady which someone told
me looks like a rabbit – decided that’s fine, the impossibility of translating
and all that.

Like that I can’t interpret many of the signs around me here, like those
Pagan graves for instance, no idea what their shapes mean but obviously
they have meaning.
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Did some drawing and writing, hung out for cups of tea and chat with
Fiona (seen here not having her picture taken at the Russian border), sang
karaoke…
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NIDA ART COLONY DAY 23

xcellent, caught up to today. Now, what did I do?

Ah yes nice holiday feeling, Easter Monday is a very big deal in Lithuania,
no-one works.

Slept in until midday – trashed after all the getting up at 7 and staying up
late with karaoke.

Typed up my stories – totally revised one and wrote a whole new one – not
sure if they are completely too much or just fairytale enough. Hard to tell,
it’s a fine line between fantasy and um something else.

Daily trip to the beach – sunset this time – checked out the pagan sauna
(aka Satan’s Sweat Lodge – a secret detail hidden now by the fine new
floor) watched ‘Contact’, then had a very enjoyable studio visit with
Hanna to watch Tamara’s 16mm films and talk about art, process, drawing,
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bottles…

Contact best lines:

“I’m gonna need a bigger antenna.”

“I’m not against technology – I’m against the men who deify it at the
expense of human truth”

“The moment of the acquisition of technology is the moment when
contact becomes possible..”

“Are we happier as a human race? Is the world better because of science
and technology? We are lonelier and more cut off from each other than
ever before”

“Whatever it is, it ain’t local”
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“I’ve always believed that the world is what we make of it”

“So beautiful… no words… they should have sent a poet”

“In all our searching, the only thing we’ve found that makes this
emptiness bearable is each other”

That takes us up to this very moment.

Goodnight now xxxxx
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NIDA ART COLONY DAY 24

Morning!

New ideas bubbling after the bottle films – so intriguing – some of the
process made me think of my grandfather’s painting studio, lots of joyful
colour and texture. I love the idea of immersing yourself in the life and
dreams of an object – also remembered animation I’ve wanted to do of
dancing raver bridges…

Must go talk with Kriss about that.

Just a quick hotel, final program changes and now out into the sunshine,
to see what the day holds.

***
Reporting back from a chat with Aiste on the terrace about her conceptual
Garden of Sound design; checked in on E and the Devil’s sauna; ran
into Marta on the beach and heard her shrimp tales; visited the forest
basketball court to see the lines falling into place; back to the screen now
for more mythic bridges, maps and oh hell those viator blogs…
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Marta on the beach

***

Finished revising new bridge myths – way to fresh to be sent out in public
yet…

Went to pick up my washing and on return, the nida fairy had left a
sewing machine at my door – oooh exciting! Time to make those flags –
lucky I got the measurements when the sun was shining!
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Bball court full-size, painting underway…
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NIDA ART COLONY DAY 25

According to the list defining art and non-art*, drawn up in the kitchen
last night by Ernest Truely – who expressed a dire need for some
boundaries in this free-floating cornucopia of cultural production – I am
not an artist. I can’t begin to express the sense of liberation and relief… All
the things I can do with my life!
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NB the only thing on the list of ‘this is art’: was – drum roll – “painting”.
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And can I say while we’re making these sweeping statements: I am NOT a
curator.
Not even a co-curator. The title was invented to give some guarantee
of not being edged out of a project that I created due to having no
organisation, no festival, no event and no actual title.

Be mindful how the names you choose begin to define you.

Anyway. Miga arrived last night, we almost had a party but then Vytautas
made us come into the office and work til 1am to finish the program. Guess
that’s why he’s the Artistic Director.

What else? Writing the text for my free pass – I keep the details secret
until after they’re in use.

Attempting to tackle the last two months of overdue travel articles –
searching for that viator vibe.

In which case I guess this counts as procrastination (and is definitely NOT
ART) so will log out and leave you to your own devices…
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NIDA ART COLONY DAY 26

Oh dear. Completely lost track of the days.

This morning I went early to the beach, walking alone on the 40km of
white sand, watching the waves and thought – f**k I get to do this.

Work and be here. I love my life.

Made the bridgelady/land flags – well started and then justin needed the
sewing machine for sputnik experimental sauna: fourth variation, so I
went and hung out on the terrace and made a space dress out of the cut-
off sauna material. Going to be great finale, on our closing night.
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Talked with Aiste about the stories and she told me that they seemed to
be not so much about here, as things I brought myself – ideas, english
princess fairytales – but this was ok. More a problem is the content, that
some of them were a little bit too clear – we would never speak of these
things in this way, or maybe now in contemporary times but still, not so
much. Very helpful. Think I need to go back and bring the darkness out
again as they somehow got a little bit too light and wishy-washy and just
wishy.

She said the Devil one was very funny. I need to make a context – as they
are so inter-format between myths, place, my own experiences, fantasy,
whatever. I’d like to make more connection to place as well. Worked on
the symbolic map until it did my head in completely.

Jurij also wrote and noted to be careful of being too ‘exotic visitor’ with
the back to nature stuff, to be aware of social and political realities of
place. He had some nice references for the stories, have to dive into my
email and get the link.

It’s truly a revelation to find that I can be offline for days at a time and my
world doesn’t stop spinning. Actually really nice. Now just need to find
the balance between screen time and life time. Without totally losing a
grip on everything I still have to get done – France and Spain are waiting,
think I’m on the verge of disaster. Oh well.
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NIDA ART COLONY DAY 27

Woke up again. Went to the beach again. Did some work on concept and
flags and maps.

Selected material for Net Audio Sonic Maze. Talked through program
with Miga over lunch.

Had experimental sauna until way too late. Wrote drunk emails to friends
I haven’t see in ages.

Slept.
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NIDA ART COLONY DAY 28

I think… lost a few days there but this is definitely today.

Finished sewing my flags and went down to the site to test them – a few
more ties needed.

Lay on the beach and thought about absolutely nothing.
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Accidentally watched royal wedding as it was on at Don Vito when I went
for lunch.

Can hardly bring myself to open the computer or log into anything
anymore.

Encouraged to take my projects out to the garden/sauna area and finish
working by sunset.

Inspired to keep going and going until it’s done, then do the next thing.

Best way to stay out of trouble. Or so I’m told.

Another sauna – definitely 15 degrees hotter tonight – and with 2001
screened on the window.

Gorgeous.
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NIDA ART COLONY DAY 29

LOST A DAY SOMEWHERE.

Really just vanished into the ether…

Something happened – experimental sauna: fourth variation or was it
fifth?

Intense steam – that baby’s got bite – watched 2001 from inside the space
sauna.

Played inaugural warm-up game on the forest basketball court.

Long list of things I’m not dealing with just keeps getting longer.

Immersed in the here and now. All good at the time, not sure how I’m
going to readjust to being back out there in the world. Ah well, just enjoy
the moment. Everything will work itself out. I’m sure.
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NIDA ART COLONY DAY 30

Now I think I added an extra day but not sure where. Lovely melancholy
grey sky perfect matching mood.

Chat with Ernest over coffee and his porch swing – ready to start a
durational wave performance tonight. He promised to still do some zen
raking now and then. Talked about the state and contemporary art.

Freedom, facilities and funding don’t necessarily provide the conditions
to make good art. Then again who wants to live under a repressive system
in order to make great work?

A lot for a Sunday morning.

Back to the radio bridge now….

Finished Yay. Made some art.

mmmm sauna good. late night early morning not so good. Vilnius or bust!

Sauna goes mobile – ready for our opening ceremony on the beach next
wednesday:
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Checked out the inaugural porch swing
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and experimental sauna : sixth variation – mobile tonight after the
architect/designer students give their presentations on how to ‘humanise’
the colony, inside and out (at least that was the brief).
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swing high, swing low
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NIDA ART COLONY DAY 31

I have an online alarm that promised to wake me up with the sound of a
rooster, since I lent my phone to someone and we have to be on the bus at
9am for the five hour drive to Vilnius. Then it’s Inter-Format Symposium,
Game On!

Fabulous experimental sauna : sixth variation (mobile) last night – it’s the
cocktail party sauna, fitted ten people when I was in there.

Ok that’s all for now just a quick hello and bittersweet goodbye – going to
be different when we get back. Then again I guess you gotta keep rollin’
with the waves, baby!

Realised that some of my days are mixed up in the diary but that’s kind
of reflecting the experience so I leave it – already having messed with time
once, don’t wanna risk creating a gap in the continuum… maybe it was the
steampunk sauna?
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***

Seven hours later back in the city – and immediately reminded of the
‘hierarchy’ implicit in the role of ‘curator’ (although equally that of
initiating and fund-raising for the project) by being given a single room
(without having asked) and it being on the 4th floor while two of my
colleagues are in a triple on the second. Is that compromising the aim of
‘blurring the boundaries between artists/curators/researchers?’ After that
long on a bus I’m taking all the peace and comfort I can get – but you
know, ‘it’s lonely at the top,’ maybe some company would be nice – I guess
the key is to have the option and be able to exercise your own choice in
the matter.

It’s kind of a small thing and then again kind of important. In terms of
‘living’ the ideals that you talk about. I find that having been allocated
a certain position of one kind instead of another and working within
a particular framework means that any idealism is already deeply
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compromised, trying to make work as a creator and producer is another
layer of complexity and in the end I’m more human than ‘curator’ and it
still doesn’t really fit who I am or how I live. As purely an ‘artist’ I would
accept gracefully without any conflict – because everyone knows artist can
be divas. (Lord knows I’m one)

Whatever, it’s a nice room, there’s a view of the cathedral, I’m not gonna
be over-sensitive.

Lord knows the wheel of fortune keeps on spinning and it’s only a short
ride at the ‘top’…

Too much work I should be doing to keep on this thread and way too few
synapses firing.
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NIDA - VILNIUS

InInterfterformaormat Symt Symposiposium 3um 3-6-6thth MaMay 20y 201111

NNiida Ada Art Crt Coollonony & Vy & Vilniilnius Aus Acacaddememy of Ay of Arts (Lirts (Liththuaniauania))

PRPROGRAMMEOGRAMME

TTuesdauesday 3y 3rdrd MaMay (Vy (Vilniilniusus))

11am C11am Culultural Guitural Guidded Ted Tour: Vour: Visiisits to ats to art sirt sites in Vtes in Vilniilnius VMus VM

3p3pm Lum Lunncchh

5pm5pm InIntro-Ftro-Formaormatt presenpresentatatitions:ons: 55 MinMinutesutes eaeacchh papartirticicipanpantt (V(Vilniilniusus AArtrt
AAcacaddememy Chy Chess Halless Hall))
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8pm8pm CCononcecepptualtual SenSentimtimenents*ts*
11

oror ‘I‘I wwoulouldd liklikee toto proproposepose aa toast!’toast!’ PPicnicicnic
DinDinnner in ter in the Bushe Bus

(Lea(Leavve Ve Vilniilnius punus puncctualltually ay at 8pm to at 8pm to arrirrivve mie midnidnighght at at Nt Niidada))

***

not yesterday but the day before… I know, we’re falling behind again –
time is slipping.

snowed on the way to Vilnius

woke up in Vilnius and had a long hotel breakfast (after my silent sleeping
room with no bath – dammit!) then took the alternative un-tour instead
of the official cultural visits.
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Exercising my prerogative both at curatorial intervention (gave out the
free passes to everybody on the bus back) and since I’d since these
particular sites before. JTT showed me the coolest record shop in the
world, then shopped at humania (new skirt and top only 34 litas) and met
up with the art crew at CAC.
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Diane Arbus retrospective, which I was looking forward to but not so
impressive being only magazine clippings – although some of her photos
are wonderful, enjoyed ‘people who think they look like someone else’ in
particular.
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Ran into E in the Fluxus Cabinet then wandered through the show and
found him again in a small booth talking to the artist of the next show in
a bar in Tokyo – they set up a re-enactment of the bar (I know that’s not
the right word, but whatever) with plastic walls and sparkly lights and we
chatted for a while on skype.
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Liked the ‘suicide girl’ manga collage taking up one entire wall in day-glo
explosions, but the rest of the show didn’t quite make sense or connect for
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me – then again, perhaps it was all about absurdity and I just missed the
point.

Next we busted out some of the symposium participants to go drink
locally brewed unfiltered beer at Justin’s favourite bar, and met up with
everyone again for the intro-format 5 minute introductions.
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E did a fabulous job of keeping everyone moving the second their 5
minutes was up – sassy as hell – and they were surprisingly fun and
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entertaining, then he danced us out into the evening sunshine.

Speed walked to the textile museum for an exhibition ‘From Estonia with
Love’, liked some of the wallpaper designs and postcards, then it was onto
the bus for our trip back to the other side.
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Yalta gave us picnic dinner sandwiches and great snack, only stopped
once to refuel the bus (and everyone else), did some conceptual toasting
(much of which is unrepeatable here), waited 40 minutes for the ferry,
slept through the forest home, got here and decanted everyone into their
rooms, then fell over into bed.
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INTER-FORMAT 01

WWednednesdaesday 4y 4thth MaMay (Ny (Niida Ada Art Crt Coollononyy))

110-0-12 Open Brun12 Open Bruncch Buffh Buffeet ant and sed selflf-gui-guidded oried orienentatatition, free timon, free timee

22pmpm CCoollllecectt PPiicnicnicc LunLuncchh anandd inintrodtroducuctitionon toto NNiidada AArtrt CCoollononyy
WWororkshkshoops Open Pps Open Programrogram

33-5pm-5pm AArtistrtist TToursours –– AArtistrtist inin RResiesiddenencece GuiGuiddeded sisighghtt//sisitete//seeinseeingg TToursours
((AIR on reqAIR on requestuest) an) and wd wororkshkshoops:ps:

AAd hd hoc moc mythythoollogy anogy and imad imaginaginary cary cartogrartograpphhyy Jurij Dobriakov

**NNoott knknoowinwingg somsomeethinthingg asas aa ggoodood stastartrt fforor culculturaltural prodproducuctitionon ((11 hhrr))
Andrew Gryf Paterson

**OlfaOlfacctory Ttory Tea Riea Ritual (3 htual (3 hrsrs)) Gwenn-Aël Lynn

PPoeoetitic Rc Roobobotismtism/A/Art Wrt Walalkk Eva Vevere & Laura Prikule

ThThe Sie Sited Storyteted Storytellllerer Marjolein Houben & Irmelin Joelson

WWoulould yd you likou like to join wie to join with ath art?rt? Reclamation

7pm7pm InIntrodtroducuctitionon toto llocalocal mmythsyths anandd pplalacece Marta Vosyliute ((servserveded wiwithth
dinndinnerer))

8pm8pm WWeellcomcomee toto BriBriddggeelanland!d!jodi rose/error collective/traces artists in residence
((seasiseasidde le locaocatitionon))

99pmpm OpeninOpeningg CCeremeremononyy//PPaartyrty anandd NNerineringa.FMga.FM SpecialSpecial BroaBroaddcastcast jodi
rose/error collective/traces artists in residence/Vytautas Michelkevičius
/Mindaugas Gapševičius/Linas Ramanauskas ((seasiseasidde le locaocatitionon))
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***

Looking backwards to tomorrow.

Yesterday again. Woke up still a little ‘hit-by-a-bus’ and with lots to
organise – had quick breakfast then headed back to my studio for the final
piece of the nida wave bridge piece. Found Dolores Iburrura quote (audio)
and added her into the composition, exported, transferred to another
computer, burned CD, arranged to go set up the equipment in the hut
by the sea (in the end this happened at 7pm) then napped in between
circling the melee. Did Andrew P’s workshop on ‘not knowing something
as a start for cultural production’ – part one the conversation, intriguing
experiences and reflections from Anna, Jack & Drew, Hanna, Eva &
Laura, (and Andrew of course) then napped, tested skype for chat with
Mari in the Clearcut preservation in Finland today, loaded up the van
with portable sauna and went to the seaside.
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Came back for quick dinner and Marta’s performance – wonderful stories
and myths – then straight to Bridgeland to hang my flags, get the audio
playing and wait for everyone to arrive.

The boys built sauna on the beach, people got to the terrace and started
dancing, I did a short improvised performance, raised the flag and had all
the residency girls pop champagne..
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then we danced some more, went down to the beach and got sweaty,
naked and our feet burned walking over hot coals.
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helping collect firewood for the sauna and firewalking
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walking on hot coals (photo by Egle)

Jumped into the Baltic Sea (twice) and somehow managed to evade the
firemen who shut down the outdoor fire by having the stove buried into
the sand and a tent over it – still time to pack up and go home. Found
Jurij Dj’ing in the kitchen, danced on the table with Natalia, watched E
write the board for today, had lovely compliments from the divine Egle
and Marko, danced some more, went to bed.

There you go and now it’s today, all starting again. Stay tuned…
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INTER-FORMAT 02

ThThursdaursday 5y 5thth MaMay (Ny (Niida Ada Art Crt Coollononyy))

05:105:19 Ha9 Harvrvestest PB8 ((onone he hour perfour performanormancece))

10am Interactive Omelette Bar

11am11am SeedinSeedingg toto HaHarvrvest:est: InInterdisciterdiscipplinalinaryry MMeeththododoollogiogieses Vytautas
Michelkevičius ,Aistė Goda Viršulytė , Gintarė Valevičiūtė, Mari Keski-Korsu,
Andrew Gryf Paterson, Andrius Rugys (PB8)

13:13:03 Ha03 Harvrvestest PB8 ((onone he hour perfour performanormancece))

2-3pm Lunch

33pmpm AArtistrtist oror SeSelflf-Gui-Guiddeded TToursours –– Artists in Residence sisitete//sisighghtt//seeinseeingg ((onon
reqrequestuest))

44pmpm ‘F‘Fakakee iitt tiltil yyouou makmakee iit’t’ PlaPlayinyingg ththee rorollee ofof aartistrtist//curacuratortor.. Hanna
Husberg, Jodi Rose, Ernest Truely, ScenaScenaririosos Damian Jurt, CCululturaltural
SuSubbjecjectitivivititieses Marko Stamenkovic (Th(Thomas Mann Houseomas Mann House))

5pm5pm HaHausus amam GernGern && PProfrof.. DrDr.. NNiijojollee StrakaStrakauskaiuskaitete (P(Perferformaormatitivvee
discussidiscussion – Thon – Thomas Mann Houseomas Mann House))

66pmpm BooBookk LaLaununcch:h: “Ho“Howw toto BecomBecomee anan AArtist?rtist? ExExpanpanddeded ediedititionon”” Krišs
Salmanis (Th(Thomas Mann Houseomas Mann House))

7pm T7pm Tea Riea Ritual:tual: Gwenn-Aël Lynn

8pm C8pm Coollllecectitivve Kie Kitctchhen & Cen & Cooookinking Wg Wororkshkshoop (p (SmSmookked & Grilled & Grilled Fed Fishish))

AApres Le Ppres Le Pamamppllememousse (ousse (After thAfter the Grae Grapefruipefruitt))Tamara Henderson
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8pm8pm AArtistrtist asas RReseaesearcrchherer FFilmilm PProgramrogram (N(NAACC KiKitctchhenen)) Ernest Truely,
Jaana Maijala and Agnes K Yitt,

Nika Autor & Maja Cimerman, Justin Tyler Tate,

2020:48:48 HaHarvrvest PB8 (est PB8 (onone he hour perfour performanormancece))

99pmpm SaSaunauna FForum:orum: AA storystory ofof ththee mmostost beabeautifulutiful bodibodieses Mindaugas
Gapševičius,, BeaBeardinrdingg Justin Tyler Tate && EssenEssentialtial ScenScentt && SoniSonicc
ShShoowwerer//Isa Belle

1100pmpm NNerineringa.FMga.FM SaSaunauna BroaBroaddcast:cast: AAudiudio_zo_z cocollallaggee Tautvydas
Bajarkevičius,, EaEarzoomrzoom SoniSonicc AArtsrts FFestiestivalval Selection by Miha Ciglar &&
LiLiththuanian Muanian Musiusic Specialc Special PProgramrogram by Linas Ramanauskas, Neringa.FM

1100pmpm ThThee SiSitedted StoryteStorytellller:er: FFilmilm ScreeninScreeningg LaLaggoonsioonsiddee LocaLocatitionon
Marjolein Houben & Irmelin Joelson

***

Early morning fire alarm – someone’s cooking, time to get up!

Blogging breakfast while people are still eating, strange activity really.
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About to head back out to take part in Vytautas’ introduction, Aiste’s
Garden of Sound, Gintara’s slow reading bean library (aka The Universal
Encyclopedia), a performative lecture from Vilnius Art Academy student
in lieu of the Professor, chat with Mari on skype in public this time, listen
to Andrius’ Harvest performance, have lunch at Don Vito then come back
and talk about art…..

JODI ROSE
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introduction to the universal encyclopedia aka bean library
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Marko and the beanstalk…

JODI ROSE
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Andrew and Rudi check the instructions
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Skype tour with Mari in the clearfell preservation

JODI ROSE
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walking through the forest
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and planting an apple tree at her summer cottage

JODI ROSE
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INTER-FORMAT 03

FFriridaday 6y 6thth MaMay (Ny (Niida Ada Art Crt Coollononyy))

9a9amm CCoollllecectitivvee BakinBakingg Johanna Sophie Santos Bassetti and Symposium
Participants anand Breakfastd Breakfast

11am11am BeBeyyonondd BordBorders:ers: MaMapsps && TTerrierritoritorieses Artūras Raila, Anna Karpenko
(P(Perferformaormatitivve Lece Lecturestures))

11--22pmpm AArtistrtist MaMaps,ps, StoriStorieses && MMyths:yths: PPraracctiticece anandd PProcess,rocess, Marjolein
Houben & Irmelin Joelson, Jurij Dobriakov, Jodi Rose

22ppm Lum Lunncchh

33-5pm-5pm AArtistrtist TToursours –– AArtistrtist inin RResiesiddenencece GuiGuiddeded sisighghtt//sisitete//seeinseeingg TToursours
((on reqon requestuest))

44pmpm ‘rere:in:invvenentintingg ththee futurefuture:: ththeoryeory anandd prapracctiticece,, afterafter ththee storystory enends’ds’Lilia
Voronkova, Bill McAlister,Philippe Franck (Belgium)(P(Perferformaormatitivve Lece Lecturestures))

66pm Vpm Viirtual Trtual Tea Pea Paarty – Lonrty – Londdonon/L/Ljujubblljanajana/N/Niidada Error Collective

88ppmm CCoollllectiveective KKititcchen:hen: TTransrans gastrongastronomomyy oror ththee aartrt ofof sisitete specifispecificc culinaculinaryry
Nicolas Thys Wilde

99pmpm SaSaunauna PPaarty:rty: Paradise Now/Linas DJ,, EssenEssentialtial ScenScentt && SoniSonicc
ShShoowwerer//Isa Belle & Cl& Closinosing Cg Ceremeremononyy Error Collective

1100pmpm ThThee SiSitedted StoryteStorytellller:er: SiSitete SpecifiSpecificc FFilmilm ScreeninScreeningg SeaSeasisiddee LocaLocatitionon
Marjolein Houben & Irmelin Joelson
***
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Started the day with baking bread – now rising in the boiler room, going
back to check on it in ten minutes. Late night sauna forum with ‘most
beautiful bodies’ projection by Miga, and program writing happening
with E & JTT until around 3am. We’re getting the hang of this symposium
thing – very intense afternoon of talking and listening, slow morning
checking out the gardens on the terrace and beans in the bookshelves, in
between lunch, some walking to the Thomas Mann house, a little stress
and politics but not too much, coloured cubes from Poetic Robotism to
help us plan our time – must go out and document mine now – excellent
lagoon caught fish for dinner, and now onto today’s program…

JODI ROSE
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Audience at Tamara’s poetry reading ‘Apres le Pampelmousse’
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…from behind the smoked fish oven

INTERINTERVENTIOVENTIONN//SITE-SPECIFICSITE-SPECIFIC && PERFORMAPERFORMATIVETIVE WWORKORKSS ––
DDAILAILYY/V/VARIOUS TIMESARIOUS TIMES

AArtistrtist TToursours//TRACES Artists in Residence:: GuiGuiddeded sisighghtt//sisitete//seeinseeingg tourstours
of Cof Culultural Intural Interest, Dailterest, Daily 3y 3pmpm

BBballball//Justin Tyler Tate:: AArtistrtist GuiGuiddeded VVisiisitsts anandd GamGamee ((onon reqrequestuest 33pmpm &&
7pm7pm))

BeaBeardinrdingg//Justin Tyler Tate:: DurinDuringg SaSaunauna anandd sponspontantaneousleouslyy ((oror onon
reqrequestuest))

BriBriddggeelanlandd//Jodi Rose:: MaMapp anandd sisitete specifispecificc wweellcomcomee ceremceremononyy
(W(Wednednesdaesday 8pmy 8pm))

EssenEssential Scential Scent & Sonit & Sonic Shc Shoowwerer//Isa Belle: 3: 3– 4– 4pm anpm and 7d 7– 1– 100pmpm

JODI ROSE
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GaGardrden of Sounen of Soundd//Aistė Goda Viršulytė: R: Rooftoooftop terrap terracece, o, open all hpen all hoursours

HaHarvrvestest//PB8: Sun: Sunriserise/Mi/Midddadayy/Sunse/Sunset Mat May 5y 5thth ThThursdaursday Oy ONLNLYY

LemLemonaonadde Stane Standd//Justin Tyler Tate: A: Artist Guirtist Guidded Ved Visiisits (ts (on reqon requestuest))

NNerineringaga FMFM SpecialSpecial BroaBroaddcasts:casts: LinasLinas && Guests:Guests: WWeded 99pmpm –– 12am,12am,
ThThursdaursday 9y 9pmpm--12am12am

PPoeoetiticc RRoobobotismtism//AArtrt WWalalkk//Eva Vevere & Laura Prikule:: 110am0am && 33pmpm DailDailyy

ThThee SiSitedted StoryteStorytellllerer//Marjolein Houben & Irmelin Joelson:: MaMapp && LaLaggoonoon//
Sea siSea site specifite specific film screeninc film screeningg

ThThee UniUnivversalersal EnEnccyylloopediapedia /V/Visuoisuotintinėė EnEnciklcikloopedipedijaja//Gintarė Valevičiūtė::
SlSloow Rw Reaeadinding all hg all hours (Mours (Mediaediatetekaka))

WWoulouldd yyouou LikLikee toto JoinJoin WWiithth AArt?rt?//Reclamation:: mmorninorningg survsurveeysys anandd
eevveninening cog collllecectitionon

SaSadd SonSongg MakMakeses MMee HaHappppyy//Natalia Borissova:: eellecectromatromagngneetiticc
aacousticousticocollallatition 3on 3––44pm anpm and 6-8pmd 6-8pm

SaSaunauna FForumorum && SaSaunauna PPaartyrty//Error Collective & Miga:: 99pmpm toto MiMidnidnighghtt
,,ThThursdaursday 5y 5thth anand Fd Friridaday 6y 6thth

SaSauunana stristripsps usus ofof ourour inhiinhibibititions,ons, allalloowinwingg usus toto comcomee cclloseroser toto ononee
ananooththerer, in ord, in order to taler to talk wik withthout faout facacaddee..
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AFTER INTER-FORMAT

Where am I up to? What day is it?
These seem to be recurring questions…

Nice to lose connection with the speed of the world

really take the time in this place into your own rythym

poetic robotism artists told yesterday – in our hours long feedback,
critique and works in progress session – that they found something
happens to time here. it’s just different. marko gave a wonderful
philosophical and theoretical response to the symposium and completely
unique reading of the context, within contemporary lithuanian cultural
scene and pointed out that the problems we had are part of being alive
and being human, that this was an incredible privilege to be here and we
need to give positive energy to the future of the place; ernest talked about
his practice ‘using art, science and technology to bring people closer’ and
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“swing with me” durational waving performance on the porch swing he
made, along with sauna intentions and justin took us out for a walk to the
bball court for a game – livened up the proceedings and diffused the tense
atmosphere (for a while).

plenty of people I would LOVE to work with again; and I’m really happy
that so many of the participants in the symposium also made great
connections and had a good exchange time here.
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The Russian girls all went off together on a sponatenous trip to
Kaliningrad yesterday, E made an animation movie with Eva, Laura and
Kriss – for which I am about to whip up a soundtrack “better finished than
perfect”, he tells me…

JODI ROSE
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The boys are firing up the space sauna early today and now it’s time for me
to get dressed – working in pyjamas – and go buy ingredients for ice cream
cake (special request, how can I say no?)
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JODI ROSE
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Also need to pack all this stuff that somehow accumulated into my room
– have made list of presents for everyone so at least I can pass some of it
on in a joyful way – and get down to 15kg again for plane. Then it’s over
and out, back to “civilisation” and a week in London for net audio festival,
seeing Philippa’s writing masters program reading tomorrow night,
hanging out with Fiona, catching up with Mathias, keeping the home fires
burning while waiting for Mika to get back from Budapest, seeing Edwige
in her new life, inviting all and sundry to come hang out at Camden
roundhouse on Sunday – must publicise that a little, have really lost track
of time – and hope that this faint dizziness and sore throat are just the
result of many late nights/early mornings and intense days, not a transfer
of whatever has just taken V&L to the hospital with their baby having
a fever. Tula made some excellent performance art on Friday, in one of
my favourite moments of the entire event, the virtual tea party… never
traumatise a baby with sound art, intoned E, while Miga and Justin
chatted via ooVoo on laptops next to each other (the program sucked) and
largely failed to connect through technology. Perfect.
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It takes time for intercultural dialogue, as Ernest just noted in our chat
while he gave me the video file to edit a soundtrack onto – you can so
quickly judge people as arrogant or stand-offish or any other category of
behaviour, but sometimes when you know their cultural context it makes
a completely different sense. Anyway enough of this rambling rant, I’ve
got sound art to produce and ice cream cake to make!

JODI ROSE
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NNiida Rada Radidio Wo Waavve Brie Briddggee

NNiida Ada Art Crt Coollonony May Magazingazinee: T: Traraces Aces Artist in Rrtist in Resiesiddenencece

NNiida Rada Radidio Wo Waavve Brie Briddggee Opening Ceremony,May 4th 2011

Radio signals are collected from the seaside at Nida on Easter Saturday,
23rd April between 8-8:30am, mixed with “Musique du Pont Volant“
(Flying Bridge) and featuring the voice of La Pasionaria. Signals recorded
and composition played back at the seaside location of Welcome to
Bridgeland! The radio becomes a bridge across the Baltic and out to the
rest of the world Nida in a symbolic opening of the Curonian Spit as part
of Bridgeland.

One of the ideas that inspired the creation of Singing Bridges is the
description of this work by Edgard Varese, who imagined his unrealised
symphony Espace in 1929-1941 being performed simultaneously in and
from all the capitals of the world: “(Bridge) Voices in the sky, as though
magic, invisible hands turning on and off the knobs of fantastic radios,
filling all space, criss-crossing, overlapping, penetrating each other,
splitting up, superimposing, repulsing, colliding, crashing.”

WWeellcomcome to Brie to Briddggeelanland!d!

Bridgeland is a conceptual utopia on every bridge around the world.

Bridgeland transcends the outlines of geography. Bridgeland is a state of
mind, the bridge transports you to another reality. You are already in
Bridgeland. Bridgeland is infinite possibility. Bridgeland is anything you
can imagine. Bridgeland is singing. Bridgeland is dancing. Bridgeland is
freedom. Bridgeland is yes.

Bridgeland is open!
Bridgeland is free!
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Welcome to Bridgeland! event included a ceremonial flag-raising and champagne
corks popping to open the Curonian Spit as part of Bridgeland, impromptu
dancing to ‘light my fire’ radio program made by Justin Tyler Tate for broadcast on
Neringa.FM, a specially created Error Collective mobile sauna with steam-punk
stove installed on the beach and walking across hot coals conducted by Ernest
Truely.

Welcome to Bridgeland! Ceremonial Opening first took place on South
Portland St Suspension Bridge, Glasgow Commissioned by Lowsalt
Gallery for Glasgow International Visual Arts Festival 2010. The
silhouette of Dolores Ibarruri originates from a statue of her next to the
bridge in Glasgow. La Pasionaria has become the icon of Bridgeland
(variously interpreted as rabbit, devil, moose, and an ancient Finnish
symbol) transferred to Nida.

SinSingingingg BriBriddggeses is an urban sonic sculpture on a global scale. Listening
to the sound of bridge cables, the voice of each bridge is heard as an
instrument for an expanded urban musical experience. Every bridge is
connected to all other bridges through the vibrations in their structure.
Echoing the telecommunications wires circling the earth, transmitting
and receiving messages, codes and signals to stretch the boundaries of
art and technology across geographical and architectural borders into a
new acoustic form. Opening a space between where we live and where
we dream, suspended across the threshold into another state… ‘The city is
our temple, electronic networks our religion and the sound of the bridge
cables is the voice of the divine.’ The culmination of Singing Bridges is the
Global Bridge Symphony, linking the music of bridges internationally in
a live performance taking place in and from multiple locations.

JodiJodiRRoseose is a Berlin based artist who embraces the philosophies of Fluxus
and a lived experiential practice; collaborating with chance, playfulness
and simplicity in her life, art and writing. During her travels to create
music from the sound of bridges around the world, she has found herself
recording in the snow under a bridge in Ljubljana; dangling from a crane
on a bridge in Bangkok; initiating and mediating T.R.A.C.E.S and wearing
a beard while immersed in an artists colony in Lithuania. Life is art and
sometimes there is no ‘everyday’.

JODI ROSE
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WWeellcomcome to Brie to Briddggeelanland!d!

hhttpttp::////wweellcomcomeetotobribriddggeelanland.d.comcom//
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